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"The world has surely become unhinged, and only
violent movements can put it all back together. But
it may be that among the instruments for doing
so, there is one - tiny, fragile - which requires to be
wielded delicately."
(Brecht)
Harten in Bewegung (Hardnesses in Motion) 1927, Paul Klee
(Image: Hayward Gallery, Paul Klee: The Nature of Creation,
2002).
abstract
HARDNESSES IN MOTION
RETRIEVING JOHANNESBURG
AFTER APARTHEID
Paul Harry Schlapobersky
Submitted to the Department of Architecture, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, on 23 May 2002 , in
partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of Science in Architecture Studies
This thesis seeks to engage with the city of Johannesburg on terms that break decisively with the
linear-historical methods that have been used to both catalogue and decipher the city up to the
present. The city is, itself, in its second incarnation - that of the post-apartheid, post-gold mining
metropolis - and the fact of this historic overturning demands reappraisal of what Johannesburg
is, and more importantly, what it can become. Its complexities stand in stark opposition to an
apparent banality that arises from the ease with which it is visually apprehended.
Words form a core of this thesis, used not only in their capacity to reveal through what they say,
but through the possibilities created in the spaces between unrelated and related texts (what they
do not say). The thesis has thus been concerned with the juxtaposition of words - fiction and non-
fiction - as well as their mapping and diagramming, in order to foster new conceptualizations of a
city whose blatancy is simultaneously its lifeblood and its problem.
The generative words in this context have been those of the thirteen fictions written specifically
for the thesis. These stand as a representation of the creative act that is here seen as being
fundamental to the re-imagining of Johannesburg; to get beyond the image/face of the city in order
to view the human substrata. Additionally, two architectural "provocations" are offered as vehicles
for ways in which the city can begin to be re-imagined. Both of these projects engage with the idea
of "absorption" (removal from contingency, to focus on transcendental endeavors), and the notion
of the architectural project as a generator, not specifically for what it is, but for what it represents.
These architectural projects are, within the context of the thesis, Brecht's "fragile instruments".
Ann Pendleton-Jullian, Associate Professor of ArchitectureThesis Supervisor:
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A NOTE ON THE TEXT STRUCTURE
WEAVING
The "Fictions" are interwoven with the non-fiction
text to foster the possibility of a "connecting
of the dots" (the exact dots to be connected
remaining open to the reader) between that
which is presented as real (non-fiction) and that
which is created (fiction). The juxtapositions
are thus not intended to be directly linear, or
causal, but rather generative. There are thirteen
10 fictions, but this number represents nothing
more than the number written during the course
of the thesis. The potential number is not finite.
The non-fictional text is, on the other hand,
finite, and is not here presented as a complete
text. There is much more to be written on the
city of Johannesburg, but for the purposes of
this thesis, the non-fiction had to be limited to
what follows.
TRAUMA & VIOLENCE
Although trauma has played a large role in the
development of Johannesburg, and remains
ubiquitous in many ways, neither the text
nor the images that follow present the city
as being defined solely by this aspect of its
existence. Trauma was the stock-in-trade of
representations of the city for many years, both
in images and in writing. This thesis seeks a
partial removal from the contingencies of the
immediate precariousness of life in the city
through a removal from the city's own terms of
engagement.
LINEARITY
The thesis is not broken down into traditional
chapters. Instead, it is meant to be read in a ... etc.
non-linear manner, to facilitate the generation
of complex understandings of that which is
latent. Images are not, therefore, specifically
related to the text they directly accompany,
as they are seen as forming the third point FICTION
of engagement (of which the fiction and non-
fiction are the first two). NON-FICTION
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Awindlow-pane opped out from the thirt-ninth floor of the mute, mrirrnotgla inh sibe rv rP
Johannesburg Sun hotel Crashing onto Bree 5treet below, the blue gla nrr But
what was hockmg to bystanders was the yello sand that starteda
building, pouting and pouring for over an hour, scattering with the wind befor
Rumours tarted to circulate soon after the bizarre occurrence The news VStar reporting that the incident was 'the tip of an icebergt a glimpse of
-re n on side the city for some time. It had iaccordi assed Braamfontein late'M igd W"is, study centuryyold geology diagr amshrihgdpstnder the downtown. deep underground. eg -a -s-0 -_ g *
awards Park Station, home frmIwas enouagh to make you laugh, really (was wthat one historian 'aid),goen that thsV ato
Nalking fast, feeling an L tflh wasn'ta pa W4 A I Qca AUr S e
ble to tell if it felt moreVafrn e. V 9
After the iae gnt at the former Johannesburg Sun, conspiracy theories started tofly at
is place, this Gauteng, -cuGbs- After all Ao Aeian te owners of much ofthe downtownvacant were the city s big mners, past and present They had cried the ob ut they re stealing themSIq wie ftght fromthe ciypfollowing the electinstiand aloftrhaq~suerO empty ofie spalge athr t n ake he eftsitnwiha And sow it seemed that the eeator core _-- -_ige rather than take the sg g w afto~ntet tt~sot T s an
had been extended by shaft-sinking teams downwards, deep into t ers
Soweto trains. were bei usedtostorethe etrieved and processed earth Had Idings
ealy seeded to ic re managers oversee ertmg eectbion o palisade fences
across the entry portescocheres) be -shps?
lown on the last commuter to the d Where the ramp of the M2
g carts with broken wheels"Wd'd 'ong as loor
Soon afterwards a said t at was previously the glamorous
Three Ships Restaurant the C o.. ers and the Stock Exchange, and
there was clearly no s age s nt buildings and parking garages surrounding any of the
towers in which to sie ... ... . ers.
s~~~~~~ .e - :. act that people who fiocked to the Johannesburg sc n lo p rm nsild see that only a few of thttuP od saw only the silent, seamless building - withoutpu d dw i- n o coed Some inthe crowd gathering at the palisade
pullre heard deep, rhythmic pounding, but all they could see of
plush armchairs and a darkened chandelier Up in the hotel
rowthey had e renfo years
mlined
tt was impossible to look at the vacated skylme without thinkig that washe heads of the hawkers and vegtable-selles; the towers b ng filled witheeway s
subrerranean tunnels and caverns: tailings from the hidden excavation of what
lay beneath
indifference
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(THE 13TH FICTION)
VISION
It was some years after the elections.
Not many, but enough for people to have
forgotten almost completely the heady sense
of possibility that had pervaded the entire
country at that time. When that period had
ended, Johannesburg went back to its life of
wealth, fear, and survival, and it was difficult
for many to see the positive changes that were
taking place, amidst the turmoil that the lifting
of apartheid's veil unleashed on the city.
He came to the city then, at that difficult
time. It does not matter for this story to tell
of whether he was black, white, Indian, or what
the apartheid government used to call Colored.
He was a man, maybe of the African continent,
but possibly also not. When they finally met
him, the assembled people couldn't really tell,
although it was clear that he knew much about
Johannesburg. This they could see after his
first few sentences.
He had left a calling-card with the Mayor's
secretary at the Civic Center. The attached
note requested a meeting with Her Worship
and a group of the city's leading citizens. The
city was, at the time of this strange event,
much as it is now; ever nafve despite the fact
that it is simultaneously so hard. And so, it
was not as difficult as one might imagine for
a distinguished gentleman with an embossed
calling-card to make such a request and have
it honored. The route from the sidewalk to the
Mayor's office is a short one, and the security
guards in the lobby are not suspicious, as they
were in past decades.
The man's note stated that he could offer
nothing less than the one-and-only solution
to the city's most intractable problem; the
healing of the open wound that exists between
Johannesburg and the apartheid-era shadow
city; the black township of Soweto, and the
meaningful integration of the latter into the
life of the former.
The Mayor was, naturally, amused and
intrigued. Neither the serial-blunderers who
worked in the city planning department nor
the academics at the University could utter
so much as a single coherent sentence on
the subject. Re-reading the note as she went
into the council chamber (past the spot where
Vorster's menacing bronze bust used to guard
the entrance), she decided to contact the man
at his hotel. Later, in a private meeting in her
office, the man said he would need a large room
in the Civic Center, with a table in the middle,
a few hours to prepare in private before the
meeting, and nothing else. The Mayor agreed
to this simple request, and invitations bearing
the city seal were sent out to the heads of the
mining houses, banks, large industries, and to
various community leaders.
Scarred Landscape of Industry and Ideology between Johannesburg & Soweto, Jan. 2002
On the day of the meeting, the man arrived
early with a small crew, as well as several
timber shipping crates that were gently carried
to the meeting room. Half the team spent
several hours darkening the room completely,
first by taping black paper over the windows
overlooking the downtown, and then by hanging
a black cloth in front of the obscured view, to
make doubly sure no light would enter. At the
same time, others set up a gigantic segmented
model of the entire city on the center table.
The model was impressively large, but not so
massive as to place any part of it completely
out of reach from an edge. Every building,
road, hill and mine-dump in the city had been
painstakingly recreated in perfect trueness
to the world that had been visible from the
windows a short while before.
At the hour of the meeting, the guests were
greeted by the man, the doors to the room
closed behind him. He welcomed them warmly,
thanking them for taking time from their busy
schedules to indulge him in what he felt sure
would be an informative afternoon for all. He
explained melodramatically that they were just
a few minutes away from taking hold of the
key to the troubled city's future, as well as the
healing of its past. Some skeptical glances
were exchanged in the small crowd, but he
seemed not to notice. He continued, saying
that the procedure for unveiling this dramatic
moment would in itself be dramatic; that the
guests would circulate through the darkened
room, spending time feeling the model with
their hands to orientate themselves. He
pointed to the back of the crowd to indicate
where north was, and said the model had
been set up with the same orientation as the
actual city. He encouraged each person to
trace their fingers along main roads, once they
had located some major landmarks, to find
their own homes, and only then to move to the
section of the model that was the reason for
their gathering.
These instructions caused some excitement,
and the select little crowd was ushered into
the pitch-black room without further delay.
The doors were closed, and the man invited
them all to begin their digital explorations,
while taking care not to trip over one another.
Naturally, there was much confusion initially,
but everyone quickly entered into the spirit of
this unique unveiling. There was a moment
of mild embarrassment for the man and the
Mayor when he helped her to find her way by
taking her hand in his and guiding it to the
vertical cylinder of Ponte Apartments. Others
too were laughing and excusing themselves, as
hands touched hands on the model, but it was
clear that everyone was enjoying this moment.
Eventually, fingers felt their way towards the
area they were there to examine, touching
the bends of the Golden Highway and the
warehouses at Crown Mines, and then started
moving over unfamiliar objects and patterns;
tracing lines that extended themselves into
both Soweto and Johannesburg, over shapes
that were entirely alien. There was much
murmuring, and the rest of the model was
quickly forgotten, as people ran their hands
again and again over the tangible newness.
It would be difficult to exactly name the emotion
that overtook the group during these probings
of what they had always known as a scarred
no-man's-land. It was something like joy, but
restrained, perhaps because of the darkness
of the room, or maybe the illustriousness of
the group's members. Nevertheless, there was
great excitement.
When the man felt that the group had reached
the state he had hoped for, he told them he
would raise the lights so that they could finally
see what they had been touching. At this, the
excitement grew noticeably, and he hesitated
for some time in turning on the lights, to
prolong the moment. Then, without using the
dimmer, he threw the switches and the room
was flooded with light. There were loud groans
from all. Heads were shielded by arms, and for
about a minute confusion reigned.
What happened next happened quickly. There
were a few moments of stunned silence after
the members of the group had adjusted their
vision to the light. Those shocked seconds
could not be called anything less than that,
and although for the man they seemed to last
an eternity, they were shattered abruptly when
the City Engineer grabbed one of the chairs
against the wall and swung it over his head
with an animal cry, bringing it down on the part
of the model that just a minute before he had
been exploring blissfully with his hands, caving
it in and sending pieces flying. The Director
of Housing lunged at the model immediately
(perhaps in a futile attempt to save it, but
maybe also to complete its destruction), and
was only restrained by the quick intervention
of the Muslim and Anglican prelates, both of
whom were visibly shaken. The director of
the Women's League was sobbing, as was the
Commissioner of Roads, and it was unclear
to the man whether it had been his vision
or the destruction of it that was the cause.
The bankers and mining bosses filed out as
one, alternately spitting venom and laughing
derisively, past the Chief of Police who sat
motionless on a chair near the door with his
head in his hands. The Mayor crossed the
room silently, slapped the man once, and in a
low voice ordered him out of the Civic Center.
Everyone in that room had, for a few brief
moments, dreamed a powerful and private
dream, but then each dream ended with the
same suddenness that ushered it in; beauty
imagined becoming obscenity realized when
the lights were turned on.
Open your eyes. Maak jou oe oop. Vula lo mehlo ka wena. Sit down. Sit. HIala pantsi. Are
you a new boy? Is jy n' nuwe jong? Wena lo nyu wan? Stand up. Staan op. Ima pezulu or sukuma or
pakama. Go over there. Gaan daarheen. Hamba lapa. Come here. Kom hier. Fika lapa. Who are
you? Wie is jy? Ubani wena? Do you know this boy? Ken jy hierdie jong? Wena azi lo muntu? Call
the boss boy. Roep die voorjong. Biza lo bas-boy. Where are you going? Waar gaan jy heen? Upi
wena hamba? Why are you late? Waarom is jy laat? Ini ndaba wena fika leyit? To which tribe do you
belong? Aan watter stam (of ras) behoort jy? Ini lo mhlobo ka wena? Go down with the night shift.
Gaan met die nagskof af. Hamba pantsi na lo tshif ka busuku. We are sinking a shaft. Ons is
besig om 'n skag te sink. Tina imba lo tshaf. Bring the shovel. Bring di graaf. Fika lo foshol. Hold it
like this. Hou dit so. Bamba yena fana ka lo. You are loafing. Jy steek jou lyf weg. Wena lova.
You must not loaf. Jy moenie jou lyf wegsteek nie Ayi lova. We are tunnelling. Ons is esig om te tonnel.
18 Tina tshay lo tonel. Rig the rock drill. Stel die rotsboor op. Fasa lo mtshini. You must drill only where
you are told to. Boor net waar vir jou gewys word. Tshaya lo holo ku lo ndawu lo mlungu kombile kupela.
Why did you not drill this hole as instructed? Waarom het jy nie hierdie gat geboor soos ek jou beveel het
nie? Ini ndaba wena ayi tshayile lo holo fana ka lo mina tselile wena? Candle is test for gas. Kerse is die
toets vir gas. Lo kandhlela yena lo fokis ka lo smok. You must fall into line properly. Jy moet behoorlik
toustaan. Ima muhle noko wena ngena ku lo drenz. When you get a signal answer it properly. As jy 'n
sein kry, behantwoord dit behoorlik. Noko wena izwa lo klok tshaya, sabela yena muhle fana ka lo mteto
tshela wena. The cyanide water in the tanks is deadly poison. Die sianiedwater in die
tenks is dodelik giftig. Lo manzi ka sayinet lapa lo tangi yena maningi stelek poyizen. Where is your
pass? Waar is jou pas? Upi lo pas ka wena? Is it lost? Is dit verlore? Yena lahlekile? Go and get a
new one. Gaan haal n' nuwe. Hamba tola nyu wan. How did this boy die? Kanjani lomuntu yena
file? It is time to start blasting. Dit is tyd om te begin skiet. Skati ka tshisa manje. If you can't find
your working place report to the nearest European. As jy nie jou werkplek kan vind nie moet jy jouself by die
naaste blanke persoon aanmeld. Noko wena ayi azi upi lo ndawu ka wena ka sebenza, hamba tshela lo
mlungu yena duze ku wena. When I am away listen to your bossboy. Loskati mina hambile, lalela lo
basboy gawena. Go and have your food and come back quickly. Gaan eet en kom gou terug. Hamba
idhIa lo skaf ka wena - tshetsha buya. Did you see that boy get injured? Het jy gesien toe daardie jong
besser is? Wena bukile lo muntu lo skat yena tolile ngozi? Break this big stone. Breek die groot
klip. Bulala lo makulu litshe. Is your contract finished? Is jou kontrak verstreke? Lo joyin ka wena
pelile? Do you understand underground work? Kan jy ondergrondse werk doen? Wena fundile lo
msebenzi ka pantsi lapa mayin? Oil the machine. Olie die masjien. Faka mafuta lapa lo mtshini.
The machine is stuck. Die masjien sit vas. Lo mtshini yena fasile. Count the shots as they go
off. Tel die skote soos hulle ontplof. Bala mangaki holo tshisile. It is time for blasting. Dit is tyd om
skietwerkte begin. Skati ka tshisa manje. The lights have gone out. Die ligte het doodgegaan.
Zonke lo lamp yena pumile. Take this gang of boys to the slimes dump. Neem hierdie span werkvolk na
die slykhoop. Hambisa lo span ka muntu ku lo ndunduma ka lo motolo. Be fair, have no favourites. Wees
regverdig, moenie gunstelinge he nie. Zonke skat pata zonke muntu munye ndhlela kupela, ayi siza munye
pezulu ku lo munye. I want you to work at the crushers. Ek wil he jy moet by die brekery werk. Mina
funa wena sebenza lapa lo ngwenyen. Sift this earth. Sif hierdie grond. Seva lo mhlaba. See that
no natives in your gang handle detonators, gelatine or fuse. Sien toe dat geen naturelle van jou span
doppies, gelatien, of lont hanteer nie. Pas op zonke lo muntu ku lo geng ka wena yena fakile zonke lo into
ka vimbela lo ngozi. Did you report this matter? Het jy hierdie saak aangemeld? Wena mangalile lo into?
Don't move from here until I come back. Bly hier ttdat ek terugkom. Ayi suka lapo noko mina ayi buyile.
Dig a hole here. Graaf 'n gat hier. Imba lo mgodi lapa. This is a very hot stope. Dit is 'n baie warm
babel
"Fanakalo is of great assistance to the 19
Industy; particularly so when training
Boss Boys and new boys of our Native
Labour force, which consists of many
different tribes."
- The Miner's Companion,
Preface to the 1953 Edition'
The power of industry in Johannesburg created an
ironic condition in which apartheid sought a high
degree of incommunicability between peoples, with
capitalism requiring the opposite (to an extent).
South African business eventually came to see the
Group Areas Act and the influx control laws as
restricting the city's primary mission: the production
of wealth. But long before that, attempts were made
to form a working compatibility between (white)
overseer and (non-white) laborer. The pragmatism
that drove the mining industry produced - in the early
days - a unique language for use in the subterranean
tunnels. Migrant miners were being gathered in by
the hundreds of thousands from all over southern
and central Africa, and a common means of
communication was required in the dangerous and
stressful conditions underground. The language that
came into existence, Fanagalo (or Fanikalo, Fanakalo,
Kitchen Kaffir), was a powerful indication of exactly
what type of communication was required between
the races. Fanagalo means "Do it like this"; the
name's meaning indexing its use almost exclusively as
Open your eyes. Where are youMaak jou oe oop. Vula /o mehlo ka wena.
going? Waar gaan jy heen? Upi wena hamba? Sit down. Sit. Hlala pan-
a language of directives and interrogatives. Fanagalo
was "a very much simplified form of Nguni (Zulu,
Xhosa and related languages)" 2, but incorporated
a patronizingly simplified Afrikaans and English
vocabulary (as can be seen most clearly where English
words for numbers are crudely phoneticized in their
written form - wan, tu, tri, fo, fayif, sikis, etc. - in "The
Miner's Companion", a dictionary for use by white
miners and black "boss-boys"). If apartheid had the
intention of denying communication, industry had a
crude need to foster it.
Fanagalo spread beyond the mines into industry,
onto the golf course, and even into the home. The
Fanagalo Dictionary called it "the Lingua Franca of
Southern Africa as spoken in the Union of South
Africa, the Rhodesias, Portuguese East Africa,
Nyasaland, Belgian Congo, etc."3. By this was meant
the fact that it was the language of command and
domination. It was never a true "lingua franca" and
its use is once again now restricted largely to the
mines.
During apartheid the two official languages of
South Africa were Afrikaans and English, with no
attempt being made to teach white South Africans
any of the indigenous languages, beyond what was
necessary for commerce. Following the demise of
apartheid, eleven languages (including English and
Afrikaans) were enshrined as being official in the
new constitution. This was a significant symbolic
step that sought not to address the reductive nature
of a language such as Fanagalo per se (because it was
relatively marginal), but the mentality that attended its
creation and perpetuation.
The reality of Johannesburg is that it has always been
cosmopolitan as a result of its role as an economic
magnet, but the policies of apartheid served to
diminish that aspect of its existence, denying any
meaningful exchanges beyond what was racially
prescribed. The apartheid government actively sought
to bring as many white immigrants to South Africa as
was feasible, and the mines and industry gathered
in non-white people speaking diverse languages
from all over the subcontinent, as well as from
China and India. The breakup of the apartheid
edifice has created opportunities for a new wave
of immigration to Johannesburg, particularly from
other African countries. Ironically, many of these
immigrants - Congolese, Togolese, Ivorian, etc.
- now live in the same inner city neighborhoods
that were once home to recently arrived white
immigrants. The renewed fragmentation of
language in Johannesburg is a result of the removal
of the apartheid veil, and is - rather than being a
negative manifestation - a potent indicator of the
future role that the city will play in the life of the
continent.
Notes:
The Miner's Companion, published by the Chamber of
Mines Service, 1953.
2 J. D. Bold, Fanagalo Dictionary, Third Edition, 1955, p. 6.
Ibid, Frontis.
Are you a new boy? Is jy n' nuwe jong? Wena lo nyu wan?ts i. Stand up.
SLAUGHTER
From the big enclosed balconies of the east-
wing apartments at Helvetia Court in Yeoville
you have the best view of the city; on the
left the vast, sprawling Southern Suburbs,
downtown lying at the bottom of the hill,
beyond the watertowers, and on the right
the residential buildings of Hillbrow, tightly-
clustered, stained and sagging on their own
hilltop, with the winking Strijdom Tower in
their midst.
Now it's just the Hillbrow Tower, but he still
22 knows it by the name of the man who ruled in
Pretoria, always having imagined that the tower
was sending invisible signals to the man's
monument day and night; the city of industry
connected to the city of ideology by invisible
radio waves, reporting back daily. Strijdom's
"monument collapsed into an underground
parking lot on the 40th anniversary of what
would have been Republic Day under the
apartheid government," reported the Sunday
Times, seven years after the elections, and
thirteen years after Barend Strydom, no
relation, shot eight black people dead on the
same spot.
(He remembers: the military had a plan to
assassinate the communist Joe Slovo with a
high-powered rifle just before the elections.
They wanted to shoot him from the olive-green
army communications tower on the Observatory
ridge, as he left or arrived, in front of the white
stucco wall of his home in the suburb below).
To him these towers in their line across the
hills, running from east to west were always
sinister; part of a network that lay over the
naive city, commanding from the high ground.
Observatory in the east, Strijdom in the middle,
and Brixton in the west. A sniper was going to
shoot Joe from the tower. Comrade Joe whose
wife they killed with a bomb in Maputo.
(Once he stood with friends on top of Time
Sect. XXI. UGI ANESS
It may perhaps appear like a sort of repetition of
what we have before said, to insist here upon the nature
of Ugliness. As I imagine it to be in all respect the
opposite to those qualities which we have laid down for
the constituents of beauy. But though ugliness be the
opposite to beauy, it is not the opposite to proportion
and fitness. For it is possible that a thing may be very
ugly with any proportions, and with a pefect fitness to
any uses. Ugliness I imagine likewise to be consistent
enough with an idea of the sublime. But I would by
no means insinuate that ugliness of itself is a sublime
idea, unless united with such qualities as excite a strong
terror.
-Edmund Burke, A Philosophical Enquiy into the
Sublime and Beautiful, 1757, (p.152, Penguin 1998
reprint)
AFTER(WORDS)
Meta-Fiction
and Monumentality
Johannesburg is simultaneously a generic city of
the New World and an acutely specific artefact of
the racial ideologies of South Africa's apartheid
system. The combination of the universal and
the unique have created a behemoth that dwells in
the popular consciousness primarily as an icon of
opportunity and exploitation and as the excrescence
of brutal economic and social forces. Founded on
Square with the powerful telescope that was
sent from the USA. They were supposed to
be looking for Saturn, but they pointed the
telescope at the Strijdom Tower and could
see people inside, government people moving
behind vinyl vertical blinds and lit by cold
fluorescent light in the few floors at the top of
the tall concrete shaft. They could even have
read the posters on the walls - so powerful
was the American telescope - but the heat-
haze rising off the earth even at that time in
the evening blurred things. He imagined the
posters would be the same as the ones in the
shopping centres; recognition charts of Soviet
Staan op. Ima pezulu or sukuma or pakama. Go over there. 
Gaan daarheen.
Go over there. Gaan daarheen.op. I a pezulu or sukumna or pakamna.
The Inferno, or The Shadow City. Invisible
toil & invisible people.
(Images: L: Diagram of Dante's Inferno,
by Barry Moser; R: "Air & water hoses
being connected for drilling the blast
holes, No. 4 shaft", President Steyn Gold
Mine, Welkom,1969, photo by David
Goldblatt).
mining, the city has never escaped or transcended
the pervasive mining-mentality; that of digging,
extracting, removing, and moving on to new "seams"
when the old ones are exhausted. Johannesburg's
sheer size, its duration/durability and its role as the
crucible of all significant social change in the post-
apartheid era, suggest, however, that deeper digging
is required in order to apprehend the true nature of
the accumulated city. If cities such as Venice and
Vienna can be called "beautiful", then Johannesburg
must- by the same emotion or logic - be called "ugly",
and it is thus vulnerable to dismissal both popularly
and critically as being the mutant offspring of the
limpet-mines and Czechoslovakian handguns
made three-dimensional on the vacuum-
formed plastic posters. People were putting
these eastern-European devices - communist
devices! - into circulation amongst the tins of
jam and the tubes of toothpaste. One of them
exploded in the Wimpy hamburger place near
the lawcourts).
But those were different times. Maybe the
posters in Strijdom were just of the national
cricket team now, because now it's the Hillbrow
Tower; just a tower, and they never shot Joe
Slovo. He died of throat cancer.
immutable forces of capitalism and ideology. It's
rebirth as the beacon for an entire continent, and its
appropriation by the people it previously exploited
suggest, instead, that it is both an urban Quasimodo
and a social Trojan Horse; the repulsive/endearing
disfiguration and the disguised vehicle for a successive
overturning of past realities.
As the city struggles with these realities, it dares,
for the first time, to hope for a future for itself that
breaks from the pathologies of the past. In the
wake of apartheid, however, the energies consumed
in the negotiation of that damaged legacy render
(When they swung the telescope they could see
people cooking in kitchens in Hillbrow flats,
and the colored cloths sagging in windows
in front of yellow lights. Makeshift curtains
everywhere, children riding tricycles on the
rooftops below lines of laundry and electric
wires with sixty-watt bulbs).
He is talking on the cellphone to his brother,
standing on the top-floor balcony in Helvetia
Court, while the others make dinner in the
kitchen. He can hear dogs barking in the
backyards of houses at the bottom of the hill,
and across the road he notices people moving
Hamba lapa. Come here. Who are you? Wie isKom hier. Fika lapa.
J.G. Strijdom Monument, Pretoria. The
monument collapsed into a parking ga-
rage beneath it in 2001 on what would
have been the 40h anniversary of Repub-
lic Day under the apartheid government.
(Image: Optima 4, Anglo American Cor-
poration).
behind the parapet of a building that is just a
bit lower than the one he's in. They have set
up a powerful halogen light so that they can
see what they're doing in the dark, but they
are behind the waist-high wall and are a bit too
far away. There are three men, stripped to the
24 waist, working fast. Two are holding something(holding it down?) and the third is moving
his arms backward and forward; holding
something in his hand. The watcher can see.
sweat on their chests, glowing in the light from
theiamp. He just can't tell what they're doing*
up th r the roof, at that distance, int the-
dark &Iut he feels a growing unease. Then,
of the me tands up and lifts two whit
ene bene each armpit. Suddenly the
acro road feels terror, believes
he is seeing believable (although what
is unbelieva his city?), and staminr s to
his brother th e has to get off the ift
phone the poi Just then his friend com
through from i kitchen (stands at the far
end of the balcony, not seeing the moment of
panic), looks down on the rooftop scene across
the road, and says "I saw them slaughter that
goat on the roof just before the sun went down.
They must be celebrating something. They
had it tied up to the laundry pole and some
children were feeding it this afternoon".
As his heart beats slower he remembers the
man at the photocopy shop, who had flu last
week. He said he caught it while slaughtering
goats in the rain in Soweto for his daughter's
wedding over the weekend. He was smiling at
the thought of the wedding, and said he was
so tired from the slaughtering, and now it had
made him sick.
jy? Ubani wena? Do you know this boy? Ken jy hierdie long? 
Wena azi
Do you know this boy? Ken jy hierdie jong? Wena azij  i ena?
THE POST-APARTHEID CITY
larger conceptualisation - the construction of Ieta-
fictions - almost impossible. Through the exercise of
ongoing damage-control, Johannesburg is unable to
peer through the heavy veil of the past to see a future
in which its scars - if still visible - are just that; scars
rather than open wounds; problematic palimpsests
coexisting with newer layers rather than constantly
pushing through and mutilating them.
Johannesburg - in survival mode - currently attempts
to find a workable equilibrium between two polarized
states, but finds almost no middle-ground to offer a
negotiation of the poles. On the one hand it is, to an
extent, like any other large city; an agglomeration
of the banal artefacts of human endeavour on
a concentrated terrain, including the most basic
definitions of "home" and "work" and the
"everyday" (although the current hardness of
the city, as represented by crime, endangers and
diminishes even these most fundamental units
at present). The other end reveals the city as a
monumental tragedy, the built-form of over a
century of hard economics and even harder politics
and sociology. The monumentality of this legacy
as well as the state of flux of South African society
in apartheid's wake, means that current efforts at
OBJECT OF THE ACT: The object of this enactment as expressed in its Lo/ g Title
is to providefor the establishment of group areas, for te control of the acquisition o/
inmovable property and of the occupation of land andpremises, and, of course,for matters
incidental thereto.
The over-riding Principle of the Bill is to nakeprovisionfor the establishment of
group areas, that is, separate areasfor the difforent racia/groups. The immediate
effrct of the bringing into operation of the Act nill be to place the whole of that
part of the country, to which the Act is applied, under control in regard to both
acquisition and occupation of immovable property. This is to be followed by the
gradualproclamation of group areas within this wide controlled area.
An Explanation of The Group Areas Act, 1950 (Act No. 41 of
1950"), p1.
Call the boss boy. Roep die voorjong. Biza /o bas-boy.
THE APARTHEID CITY
/o muntu? Why
Monolithic:
4. transf and fig. Resembling a monolith, having
one or more of the qualities of a monolith; great,
massive; immovable, unwavering, unemotional;
umpj/led, homogeneous, unchallenged. (OED, 2 "d
Ed., 1989).
amelioration cannot begin to keep pace with the
challenges that are relentlessly thrown up, leaving the
monumental to constantly consume the evervday.
Johannesburg did not come into being as a dream-
vision of a city on the plain, as an outpost that
\()uld command a mountain-pass or water-source,
or as a trading center at the intersection of two
transcontinental ways. It was born solely out of a
desire to rake from the earth; capitalistic instead of
imperialistic. It is tethered to its site by invisible
resources.
ARC
Once, driving north through Soweto along
broken streets in the troop transporter, with
the skyline of Johannesburg visible in the
distance, he pulled the loading-arm of the
heavy turret gun to clear the chamber, as
they'd been instructed, and a round that
shouldn't have been in place fired out of the
upward-pointed barrel, into the heart of the
township. The driver, just below him, jumped
in his seat at the blast, and laughed, and
then everyone laughed. They thought it was
the funniest thing, especially because of the
look on his face as he ducked back into the
Rawness, Provocation, Fiction
It has been eight years since the end of apartheid - a
painfully short period of time - and the rawness and
nearness of the past dictate that this is the still the
very beginning of Johannesburg's journey away from
past pathologies; a journey up from the subterranean
years of systematic hardness and darkness, into light,
and ultimately, into a workable /igh/ness.
This thesis embarks from a position of positive
belief that Johannesburg can create a future for itself
that moves away from the hand-to-mouth, and away
machine. He wasn't one of them though (not
waiting, like them, for a chance to shoot), and
he worried for a long time afterwards about
where that arcing slug had returned to earth.
He even thought about it at his own wedding
on the wine-farm, while he was sitting alone
at the main table, catching his breath after
dancing. That round entered his own head
again and again forever.
are you late? Waarom is jy laat? Ini ndaba wena fika leyit? To which
from the monumental that is the generator of that
condition. The task for the city is to first alter its
psychological terrain, detoxifying its poisoned earth
to create a landscape on which two coexistences can
occur. Firstly, meta-fictions - ambitions representing
other possibilities; other realities - must begin to
adhere, and secondly, the machine-like manner in
which Johannesburg constantly consumes itself must
be tamed.
The thesis is thus sited within the context of these
first steps, and seeks to achieve two ends. The
first, a necessary prelude to the second, is to de-
I
I
monumentalize Johannesburg (inasmuch as that is
currently possible); to reduce the city to some of its
constituent parts, with the hope that such reduction
of the monolith will offer a different understanding of
the whole. The second is to act on the opportunities
afforded by the de-monumentalization; to provide
provocations for alternative conceptualisations of
the city (or, indeed, for aly conceptualisation for and
of an entity whose blatancy currently creates apathy
in the face of what is seen to be immutable). It would
be too ambitious to suggest that these explorations
could specifically show the way forward in a direct
manner, or that, taken individually, any one of them
could form a wholly representative essence of the
whole. They instead seek to re-phrase the problem;
to change the language of engagement through a
paradigmatic shift. The primary, initial vehicle for
this shift is the initialisation of the process of retrieval
through the medium of fiction. Fiction is here seen
as a means (perhaps not the only means) of looking
through the monolithic into the human; to gain
understanding in the virtual absence of constructible
logic. It is an attempt at seeing the substratum that is
subsumed endlessly by banal hardness.
Despite the fact that so much of Johannesburg,
and that which constitutes it, is so blatant, the
tribe do you belong? Aan watter stain (of ras) behoort jy? Ini lo nhlobo ka
Skyline with partially re-mined mine dump. (Image: Chamber of
Mines, Johannesburg).
28 paradoxes and ironies are elusive, occurring within
a context of relentless banality as they do. The act
of retrieval - the identification of Johannesburg's
primary essence - must therefore entail, in part,
the description of relationships and occurrences
that would seem to be self-evident. It is, in fact, the
apparently self-evident nature of these compositional
elements in Johannesburg that prevents or deters a
reconceptualization of the problem.
Johannesburg's particular problem is not trauma but
that resulting from a chronic disorder; one built up
over a long period and distributed throughout the
SUNNY SKIES
SKYLINE
SHADOW CITY
GOLD
Disused mine headgear (cage hoist). (Image:
David Goldblatt, in Optima 18, 1968, Anglo-
American Corporation).
entity. Trauma, especially in the form of resistance
to, and enforcement of, apartheid's policies has
certainly been a large feature of the city's life, but it is
not what primarily defines Johannesburg's condition.
Despite the traumas of enforced separation - of
entire populations based on race, of miners, laborers
and domestic servants from their distant families
- the city does not have specific, identifiable disasters
that can be confronted directly. This is the direct
result of physical dispersal and the impossibility of
comprehending the extent of the full problem at
"ground level". The townships are the product of
trauma - of forced removals and relocations - but
their precise nature removes them from the realm of
trauma. They are the manifestation of dispersal and
low-intensity agglomeration and do not approach
a state of being untenable. Even the convulsive
resistance to apartheid did not threaten their being,
or that of the city they "served", specifically because
of their physical remoteness from the center and the
dispersed condition of their inhabitants. It would
be incorrect, however, to deny the strength of other
forces that served as guarantors of the continuation
of the chronic during apartheid. The strength of
the police and armed forces, as well as the collective
indifference (or worse) of the white population,
acted as guarantor of the township system.
wena? Go down with the night shift. Gaan met die 
nagskof af. Hamba pan-
Gaan met die nagskof af. Hamba pan- o down with the night shift.
0
7qd4 ] 4' 29
Artificial topography: Mine dump. (Image: David Goldblatt, in Optima 18, 1968, Anglo-American Corporation).
The Russian Doll, Fluidity,
Hypostasis
A paradox of this approach is that it suggests a focus
on fragmenting what is seen to be monolithic in order
to begin to address the problems of that which might
arguably be, instead, a profoundly fragmented reality.
The reality is that post-apartheid Johannesburg is a
type of Russian Doll of paradoxes; each containing
others (almost endlessly) within it, as by-products of
the conditions that were spawned by apartheid and
the raw version of capitalism that gold brought into
We are sinking a shaft. Ons is besig om 'n skag tetsi na /o tshif ka busuku.
View of downtown Johannesburg from on top of
a mine-dump. City of Johannesburg Christmas
card, 1968. (Image: Museumafrica, Johan-
nesburg).
30 being. Johannesburg's lifeblood is the coexistence
and constant co-production of the monolithic
and the dispersed (or fragmented), but it is the
monolithic that rides to the surface - subsuming the
other - as a result of the latent tendencies towards
monumentalism in a city where social relations
and industry have always interacted on an epic
scale. Gold-mining of the type conducted on the
Highveld is heavy-industry at its most monumental,
not only in process and scale, but also by association
with ancient and enduring human impulses and
industrial-era relationships with nature. Apartheid,
in turn, was a massive, systematic (industrial)
undertaking that sought nothing less than to deform
and regiment the most basic strands of human
interaction. It was the dialectic rendered in pure,
black and white terms, and as such it created a dogged
and polarized reality. This is a primary reason for,
and not something that mitigates against, the ironies
of Johannesburg's existence. It is half of the over-
arching source of the city's current state. The other
half is formed by the obverse; the logic of capital that
filled in the middle-ground (literally and figuratively),
completing a picture in which the city attempted to
be simultaneously sharply defined into racial clarity
and blurred into a nebulousness that would best serve
GOLD
He has lived in the city of gold all his long life
but has seen gold just once, when he was a boy.
Real gold (not the small pieces of jewellery in
shops or his mother's wedding band, but pure,
heavy gold, underlying every stone in this city.
Gold running in a river; gold bricks loaded by
forklifts into the holds of Europe-bound planes
at the airport).
It was at the Rand Easter Show, at the
showgrounds next to Empire Road. He now
recalls only three things from that day; the
Bring di graaf. Fika lo foshol.s in k. Tina imba /o tshaf. Bring the shovel.
Mine-dumps in the gold belt south of the city, c. 1956 (Image: Museumafrica, Johannesburg).
market forces. This is the paradox of constitution.
The paradox of implementation is Johannesburg's
visual banality (its monolithism), and the ease with
which it is apprehended (the image-skyline) belies
multiple realities. In deceiving thus (off-handedly,
obviously), it stifles the human substrata, rendering it
mute and trivializing its very real disasters.
As the product of raw capital (gold, and then
general industry) and an even more naked ideology
(apartheid), Johannesburg exists simultaneously as
the excrescence of these forces and as the entity-
machine that constantly consumes itself. It thus
weapons, the woman with the snakes, and
the gold. On the grass field there were giant
armoured-cars, tanks and artillery, painted
with dull, sandpapery paint the colour of
winter grass, smelling of oil and boiling hot
to the touch in the autumn afternoon sun.
Nearby was the glass enclosure around the
young woman with long black hair and false
eyelashes. She was wearing a ruffled pink
bikini, reclining amidst dozens of deadly
snakes, lying perfectly still as the cobras,
mambas and puff-adders moved over her white
skin. The gold was in a small auditorium
where Afrikaans men from the mines poured
represents a seemingly immutable concreteness
that is at once highly fluid, operating again in a
polarized state. If gold-mining has declined in
Johannesburg, and apartheid has ended, these
two primary constituting forces have nevertheless
created the terrain - in both cases literally - upon
which Johannesburg continues to operate. The
artificial topology created by apartheid (buffer
zones, townships) is no less tangible than the one
created by gold (slimes dams, mine dumps, vast
expanses of open, unstable and poisoned ground).
This concrete legacy establishes, a priori, the field
of current endeavour. The low-intensity dispersal
the yellow liquid, its surface a writhing black
and green flow, from a big crucible into ingot-
moulds that were the same shape - upside
down - as the mine dumps south of the city.
It was the gold display that possessed him
completely. The men had a cooled ingot from
earlier shows, and one of them, with grey hair,
was wearing a big fireproof gauntlet on one
hand. He kept picking up that ingot from the
center table with the gloved hand, lifting it
(with visible exertion) into the air. Then those
miners challenged any man in the audience to
come down and lift the ingot over shoulder-
Hold it like this. Hou dit so. Bamba yena fana ka 10. 
You are loafing. Jy
You are loafing. Jyit  t is. ou dit so. Bamba yena fana ka /o.
"Migrant workers, contracted to work in the gold mines, arrive in Johannesburg with their miserable belongings of sleeping mats and working
clothes, to be allocated to different mines". c. 1950? (Image: Eli Weinberg, Portrait of a People)
32 within this field, as well as its literal vastness, serve
to ensure that for the time being, past imhodalities
reproduce themselves reflexively and predictably,
even as the city is overtaken by uncertainty and
unpredictability. The certainty of reproduction of
past patterns and the new unpredictability (social,
economic, emotional) are - more than being merely a
paradox - the exact representation of Johannesburg's
specific condition; that of a hardness in motion.
Accepting the paradoxes-within-paradoxes condition
of Johannesburg - attempting to grasp that which
is both apparently intractable and constantly
height with one hand, saying they could keep
it if they could do it. Immediately, girlfriends
and children started pleading with boyfriends
and fathers. Many men tried, smiling in
embarrassment as they walked down the
aisles, making muscle-flexing gestures and
glancing nervously back into the audience.
But of course none of them lifted the ingot, not
even an inch, and all the time the mining men
were laughing.
That night, lying in bed in their tiny house, with
his father sitting next to him, he pleaded for
them to return the next day for his father to lift
ungraspable - the aim of any attempt to retrieve
the city must be the pursuit of a b/postasis rather
than a fragmentation; a selective reductionism for
the purposes of recasting the problem and moving
away from reflexive pathologies. The monumental
in Johannesburg is all-consuming, creating an
environment where confrontation falls quickly into
ineffectual attempts to mitigate its effects (damage
control) by operating within the parameters that
it has established (thus becoming just another
marking on a shell inside the Russian Doll).
It would be unrealistic to believe that Johannesburg
the ingot. It was technique, he had decided;
a technique that had escaped all the others.
You had to tilt the ingot with your thumb and
slip your fingers underneath the gold to get
a grip below the smooth, tapered sides. He
was crying, and his father was laughing. His
father said it was the rough gauntlet, not
technique.
He cried in the dark, even after his father
left the room, gripped by the same fever that
built the giant city and tunnelled miles below
the Highveld. The fever that knew possession
would change everything.
steek iou lyf weg. Wena lova. You must not loaf. Jy moenie iou 
lyf weg-
t  j  lyf weg. Wena lova. You must not loaf. Jy moenie jou lyf weg-
... Men also, and by his suggestion taught,
Ransack 'd the Center, and with impious hands
Rifled the bowels of their mother earth
For treasures better hid. Soon had his crew
Op'n 'd into the Hill a spacious wound
And digg'd out ribs of Gold. Let none admire
That riches grow in Hell; that soil may best
Deserve the precious bane... "
John Milton, Paradise Lost, Book I,
685-692
can shed its paradoxes, now, or perhaps ever. They
are a part ot its essential composition. But they need
to be brought under control, primarily so as to enable
its inhabitants to find an intangible quality that has
perhaps best been defined as a state of being at ease;
what Barthes further details as being "the deliberate
loss of all heroism. 2"
The Myth of Demystification
The nucleus of the thesis, and the point of primary
engagement with it, is that which has here been
steek nie Ayi lova.
Gold Pour, c. 1955 (Image: Ezra Eliovson, in Johannesburg, The
Fabulous City)
(artificially) retrieved: the Fictions. These are seen
as a prelude to the larger conceptualisations (the
meta-fictions), as well as a vehicle for beginning to
apprehend Johannesburg on terms other than those
set by the linear histories of the city. The attempt to
sift the monolith of Johannesburg through the sieve
of the Fictions, should not, however, be misconstrued
as a desire for demystification. It is, in fact, the
exact opposite; an attempt at mystincation, and in
at least one case, to be mythopUic.3 Later sections
will address Johannesburg's problems with blatancy,
and so it is sufficient to say here that the task of
overcoming this blatancy is, in this thesis, confronted
through a retroactive mystification as a means of
moving away from linear attempts to decipher the
city for the purposes of offering panaceas that can be
shown to be derived from hard evidence.
All existing physical histories4 of Johannesburg seek
to portray the city in one of two ways, neither of
which ultimately deviates from the paradigmatic
framework of obsolete and destructive visions of the
city. The first type treats the city as being monumental
(the chauvinism of accomplishment), and the second
works to negate the very nature of Johannesburg
by focussing on all aspects of it that are atypical;
elements that cast it as being romantic because of the
Ons is esig om te tonnel. Tina tshayWe are tunnelling.
'I'
' /
C,..
Mine-dump. (Image: Anglo-American Corporation). Working underground, c. 1930.
Johannesburg). (Image: Chamber of Mines,
lo ton el. Rig the roCk drill. Stel die rotsboor op. Fasa /0 mtshini. You
AN,
%No
/o t el. Rig the rock drill. Stel die rotsboor op. Fasa /o mtshini. You
UUn
Miner's Memorial, Civic Center, Johan-
nesburg. (Image: Chamber of Mines).
INDIFFERENCE
She handles many old photographs every day, in the dusty
basement of the Archive, buried beneath the city. The past
disasters of the country have created drawers and drawers full
of pictures in plastic sleeves; photographs whose negatives
were long ago destroyed or lost. So much trauma trapped in the
emulsion of the prints (the indifference of chemistry, treating
disaster and happiness equally). Billowing smoke, armoured-
cars with nervous young soldiers laughing like hyenas as they
rapid-fire Ris at the crowd, demolished homes, children running
across fields chased by policemen with whips. Those photos - a
must drill only where you are told to. Boor net waar vir jou gewys word. Tsha-
Af40V go
Amalgamation (OED, second edition, 1989):
1. a. The softening of metals, etc. by union with mercury; the action or process
of combining with mercury; and by extension, the intimate combination of two
metals into an alloy.
2. fig. The action of combining distinct elements, races, associations, into one
uniform whole.
3. The state or condition of being united with mercury; and by extension, a
mixture or union of metals generally.
4. fig. A homogeneous union of what were previousy distinct
elements, societies, etc.
36 extent to which the gentility of Europe was recreated
in the northern suburbs,- or that the city's boutiques,
for example, offer a range of luxury goods to rival
those of Paris or London. This latter addiction - the
denial of context (and ultimately of reality) - has
taken on bizarre manifestations in apartheid's wake.
TWO FRONTIERS
Industry & Race
Johannesburg was founded in 1886 when gold was
first discovered on the farm Langlaagte'. There
is a statue to the east of downtown depicting an
Australian prospector named George Harrison
who is credited with having discovered the first
gold on what came to be known as The Reef.
The discovery prompted an immediate and epic
influx of gold-seekers to what had been the
"The Sands of Avarice", c. 1910. (image: Museuma-
frica, Johannesburg).
record of the mindlessness that took hold of
the land - are too much for her to look at during
the quiet hours when she explores the furthest
corners of the basement. She wonders who
can look at them anymore. Foreigners maybe
(the French Ambassador and his entourage,
who visited once); people who didn't find the
unwanted time on a Sunday afternoon during
those years to breathe the poisonous air
blanketing the highveld; air that affected the
brain more than the lungs.
Of the photographs she finds for herself (tamer,
but holding sadness more profound than
immediate trauma) there is one photograph
ya /o holo ku lo ndawu /o mlungu kombile kupela. Why did you not drill this
Migrant workers recently arrived in Johannesburg, c. 1955. (Image: Mayibuye Center, Cape Town).
in particular that she cherishes. It is a mild
but strange scene - overlooked by the editors
and curators mining the archive - from the time
before the truly disastrous decades; before
the killings at Sharpeville showed how things
would be done in future, when the true, curdled
surface of the Reef convulsed. The image, a
downtown street scene, captures a bright
winter day, a double-decker trolley, some old
buildings, the headlight of a VW Beetle, a
white woman in heels walking past shops, and
a group of black men waiting to cross the road.
It is those men - just boys really - with their
blankets and hats, who torment her more than
the hundreds of photographs of the terrible
mining hostels or people without passes being
loaded into police vans, because in those
men's faces are the kernels of everything that
came afterwards. The men, miners just arrived
in the city, are at once both hard and soft; still
dignified but also already reduced. Rural
people used to measuring their lives through
seasons, animals, vegetal nature, now gathered
in by powerful and hungry forces. And it seems
to her as though these men's faces and bodies
reveal that it is not so much rock as humanity
itself that will be pulverized below the cast-
iron stamping feet of the crushers, reduced to
a fine, dry dust.
hole as instructed? Waarom het jy nie hierdie gat geboor soos ek jou beveel het
Banality 1: Center, 2000
sparsely-inhabited high-altitude" plains of the
Highveld. The discovery of gold - and the high
stakes surrounding its possession - led ultimately
to the Anglo-Boer War (1899-1902) and, later, to
the full self-determination of white South Africans
under the Afrikaans-dominated National Party
in 1948. If Johannesburg was not to be loved by
Afrikaaner nationalists, it was seen as being the entity
that would provide the capital for self-reliance. Prior
One of the men's eyes - the whites exposed
- seem to see that. He is glancing sideways
down the winter street, at a machine so large
that his gaze can take in only a small piece
of it. Hands that held cow's udders will hold
rockdrills, and the dense, hot world below
the earth's crust - once journeyed to only by
the dead - will now be the place of work. No
more walking along remote dirt trails with
the bushes smelling of rain, animals' flanks
steaming.
to the fateful discoveries of 1886, it was Pretoria - 50
kilometres north of Johannesburg (later the capital
of South Africa) - that was of significance because
of its status as the embodiment of Afrikaans dreams
for self-determination, away from the persecutions
and perniciousness of the British colonizers of the
Cape Province. The history of the early period of
Johannesburg, as well as that of Afrikaans ambition
(and the accompanying evolution of a racial doctrine
nie? Ini ndaba wena ayi tshayile lo holo fana ka lo mina tselile wena? Can-
Banality 2: Edge, 2000
that would be hardened into law by the mid-20*'
Century) has been thoroughly documented by
social historians', but what is of immediate value
in the historic traces to the understanding of the
development of Johannesburg and its current
problems, is the role that gold played, and the way
in which it physically formed the city, acting as both
the generator of the means and rationale for the
widespread, systematic implementation of ideology.
Johannesburg was thus created through the
amalgamation of two primary constituting forces,
both of which continue to this day to shape the
physical form of the city and serve, at least in part,
to prevent it from transforming substantially in a
positive manner in parallel with the huge social and
political changes that have taken place in South
Africa in recent years. The first founding-force was
die is test for gas. Kerse is die toets vir gas. Lo kandhlela yena /o fokis ka
AIi
Ptr n Joanesu
Postcard, 1960. (Image: Museumnafrica, Johannesburg).
You must fall into line properly. Jy moet behoorlik toustaan. Ima/o smok.
(and remains) that of capital - placing Johannesburg
alongside other large New World cities of a similar
age and founded for similar (or compatible) reasons
- and pre-dating the second is the highly specific
condition created by racial ideology; the social system
of apartheid". It is likely that the first founding force
literally preceded the second by only days or weeks,
and the two were soon operating hand in hand. The
city thus grew up at the intersection of the generic
and the acutely home-grown specific, generating a
concretized reality that is difficult to apprehend as
a result of the complex relationships between these
two forces.
The Mask of The Generic
The conterminousness of capital and race in
Johannesburg is almost constantly suppressed by two
factors, the first being the natural ascendancy of the
generic, as representing the external manifestations
of capital (here resulting from the generic's innate
tangibility: buildings, freeways, factories, suburbs,
etc.), and the second being an enduring desire on
the part of those responsible for shaping the city
to mask its essential other (ideological) component.
The desire to force Johannesburg into a different
existence - or at least the outward appearance of one
- is complex not least because the composition of the
city has been overturned by a social revolution of epic
proportions, but the physical realities of recently-past
times are so overwhelming in their scope and scale as
to pre-determine the outcome negatively.
In the case of Johannesburg, the generic functions
as a masking device (both intentionally and
unintentionally) for the ideological, when the city is
apprehended as a distant entity - the skyline - or in
parts (suburbs, industrial areas, etc., but excluding the
non-white townships). Any image of Johannesburg
that is in itself generic (postcard, skyline image, urban
streetscape) would conceal the second primary force
that constitutes it. For the purposes of understanding
the true nature of Johannesburg, it is therefore
essential to retain the understanding that the second
force - that of ideology - was not inferior in the
effect it had on the city's composition, and that the
ideological force, although now removed, continues
to underly all aspects of the contemporary life of the
city, as well as being at least half of the equation from
which the urban form is derived.
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PLACEME A window-
opped out from the thirty-ninth floor of
te, mirror-glazed building that had been
hannesburg Sun hotel. Crashing onto
Street below, the blue glass narrowly
I several people. But what was shocking
anders was the yellow sand that started
g from the black wound high up in the
ng, pouring and pouring for over an hour,
ring with the wind before it could reach
)und.
urs started to circulate soon after the
e occurrence. The newspapers picked
story, with the Star reporting that the
nt was "the tip of an iceberg", a glimpse
ssive and secret mining operations that
een going on inside the city for some
t had (according to the article) all started
a doctoral student at Wits, studying
y-old geology diagrams, hypothesized
here must be rich gold deposits under
wntown, deep underground.
It was enough to make you laugh, really (was
what one historian said), given that the city had
originally been sited precisely where everyone
thought there was no gold. Not an easy thing in
e ays at the end of the nineteenth
century - finding some land that wasn't a part
of someone's claim - considering how rich the
Reef had been.
erly. As jy 'n sein kry, behantwoord dit behoorlik. Noko wena izwa lo klok
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Mine-dumps & city, 1956 (Image: Museumafrica, Johannesburg).
After the incident at the (former) Johannesburg
Sun, conspiracy theories started to fly at
dinner tables in the northern suburbs. After
all, Anglo-American, the owners of much of
the downtown property that was now vacant,
were the city's big miners, past and present.
They had cried the obligatory (crocodile?)
tears, bemoaning the "white flight" from the
city following the elections, and all of the
acres of empty office space they had been
left sitting with. And now it seemed that the
elevator cores in these office and hotel towers
had been extended by shaft-sinking teams,
downwards, deep into the earth, and that the
empty towers were being used to store the
retrieved and processed earth. Had those
five star hotels and office buildings really
needed to close their doors (sombre managers
overseeing the overnight erection of palisade
fences across the entry doors and around the
portes-cocheres) because of the influx from
the townships?
Yes, it was hypothetically possible said an
engineer, asked by The Citizen if the buildings
could bear the weight of the sand. If they were
filled, floor by floor from bottom to top, the
density of the sand would support the load
The cyanide watertshaya, sabela yena muhle fana ka /o mteto tshela wena.
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Soweto, early 1960s (Image: Optima, Anglo-American Corporation).
in the tanks is deadly poison. Die sianiedwater in die tenks is dodelik giftig.
In South Africa, with its determination to remain a "White Man ' Country" and its preponderance
of Native over European population in a ratio of three to one, the major problem, which will
always confront every section of the communit, will be the adjustment of relations, social, economic
and political, as between Black and White, and discarding the possibility of absorption by one or
the other as in the view of both unthinkable, we must ever bear in mind that the two races will
remain in contact to a greater or less degree as circumstances and environment var... One obvious
line of action is to endeavour, asfar as lies in ourpower, to minimize the extent of possible contacts.
This is the underlying idea of the policy of segregation. The whole economic lfe and structure of
the county is based on the supply of what is comparatively cheap Native labour. Neither the gold
mines nor any of the many other industrial undertakings, not even farming itself, could maintain
payability unless they were assured of a supply of labour at a rate of pay which in the present
circumstances no white man would be willing to accept. Any alteration in these circumstances would
be of so revolutionay a character as to be beond the sphere of possibility...
-Urban Native Legislation, J. S. Allison, in Race Relations, Fourth
Quarter, 1940, Vol. VII, No. 4, p. 54.
Inheritance / Prefiguration
Apartheid officially died on April 27, 1994 - the day
of the first all-inclusive elections that brought Nelson
Mandela's African National Congress party to power
- but the structures put in place in its name, including
the official and unofficial urbanisrn of that doctrine,
will endure indefinitely because of the extent of their
concretization. The banal reality that their physicality
(x-hat and where they literally are, and how they relate
to one another) outstrips the newfound desire to
have them be otherwise. In addition to the problems
caused by the physical realities - and in many ways the
accruing above, as long as they always went
upwards floor by floor.
Soon afterwards, a crusher was said to have
been heard operating in what was previously
the glamorous Three Ships Restaurant of the
Carlton Hotel, as well as in Innes Chambers
and the Stock Exchange, and there was clearly
no shortage of smaller vacant buildings and
parking garages surrounding any of the towers
in which to site filtration plants and hostels for
the miners.
The rumours persisted for a long time,
despite the fact that people who flocked to
more pervaswe progenitors of those physicalities
- the mental structures that apartheid laid down
endure. These have created a type of addiction
(one that transcends racial divisions) to confronting
urban problems in a manner that does not break
with the methods of the apartheid system, and
that, to a certain extent, places the new government
in a position where it repeats the mistakes of the
past, albeit inadvertently (because its intention
is benign, and its Mandate much broader). The
ideological revolution does not, therefore, manifest
itself at "ground level", but is instead supplanted
b\ the reflexive continuation of disastrous urban
the Johannesburg Sun on the day following
the outpouring of sand saw only the silent,
seamless building - without ruptures - exactly
as it had been since the hotel closed. Some
in the crowd gathering at the palisade fence
around the Carlton Hotel swore they heard a
deep, rhythmic pounding, but all they could
see of the dark interior was some disarrayed
plush armchairs and a darkened chandelier.
Up in the hotel tower the curtains were
drawn, as they had been for years.
Still, from that time on it was impossible
to look at the vacated skyline without
Lo manzi ka sayinet lapa lo tangi yena maningi stelek poyizen. Where is your
The earliest diggins were open trenches, c. 1887 (Image:
Chamber of Mines, Johannesburg).
46 policy, largely as a result of the fact that there is no
urban ideology to fill the vacuum left behind when
the previous one was removed. The absence of such
an ideology is perhaps reassuring on multiple levels
to many observers, given how fatal the ideologies of
the past were ("better not to speak of ideology"),
and so perhaps a different word is needed to allow
Johannesburg the chance to reconceptualize itself;
a task that is all-but impossible in an environment
that is, on every level, currently a hand-to-mouth
existence.
If gold was, literalH, the molten liquid flow into the
mould of capitalism, apartheid ideology was the force
thinking that it was being ossified above the
heads of the hawkers and vegetable-sellers;
the towers being filled with earth brought
out of subterranean tunnels and caverns;
tailings from the hidden excavation of what lay
beneath.
that annealed it, giving the city its uniquely complex
composition and creating a physical landscape that
defes either easy comprehension or constructive
reordering because of the extent to which the
generic is blatant, and the ideological insidious.
VERTICAL AXIS
Sleight of Hand
& Founding Myths
pass? Waar is jou pas? Upi /o pas ka wena? Is it lost? Is dit verlore?
Following the discovery of gold, crude excavations
were begun immediately, with the miners living in
tents and covered wagons nearby on the veld. In this
sense, the subterranean Johannesburg predictably
(and narrowly) pre-dates the above-ground city,
and the "camping" on the surface stands in for
a founding myth for the city"; the story of raw,
windswept grassland - without substantial perennial
water and supporting only migrating herds and
nomadic hunters - producing a shining metropolis by
sleight of hand: the twentieth-century Jerusalem-in-
Africa (drawing adherents of a new religion) pulled
from the magician's hat. That viev of reality, with its
attendant myth-appeal, has been so gripping to white
South Africans because Johannesburg's founding and
growth were so rapid, and more significantly because
the support for this growth lay largely hidden from
view (the substrata being both human and mineral).
In addition, the speed of the city's emergence served
to show the world that the refugees from Europe and
British rule in Africa were making it on their own, in
spectacular fashion.
CORN She drives every morning up
onto the ramp, noticing the signs of decay
that weren't there so long ago. The steel
crash barriers are gone from the top of their
bases, just the bolts sticking up, orange
rust-stains running down the concrete
below them. Stolen; the barriers even!, is
what she's thinking. Johannesburg is (the
newspapers say) being disassembled piece
by piece and sold for scrap to the dealers in
Ophirton, Benrose and Booysens, brought in
by the unemployed masses in shopping carts,
on home-made trolleys, or by middle-men in
the backs of trucks; melted and smelted.
Brass house-numbers from the suburbs,
copper telephone cables, street signs, door-
knockers, all stolen for sale as scrap metal.
Even that big bronze statue at the art gallery
in Joubert Park disappeared one day, and the
fountain of leaping springbok from the park
near the lawcourts had pieces sawn off it and
carried away, and even the cast-iron manhole
covers in the roads. She thought you
couldn't recycle cast-iron. Maybe you can't,
but they're stealing them anyway. People fall
into the holes and break their legs.
Where the ramp of the M2 goes up from
Doornfontein and snakes between the
buildings that existed before it, there are
balconies next to the southbound lanes,
just a few feet from the passing cars. Those
Go and get a new one. Gaan haal n' nuwe.Yena lahlekile? Hamba tola
INVISIBLE
& BARELY VISIBLE
The Endurance of Words
If the tragedies of the past are inscribed on the city
of Johannesburg in countless ways, they are not
always immediately evident. The reasons for this
have to do with the previously-mentioned banalities
of the physical realities, as well as the impossibility
of comprehending the dispersed entity in its entirety.
Hillbrow Flats, 1998. (Image: Jodi Bieber, The Star) Apartheid's stated goal was the achievement ot
balconies used to look down on a quiet street
at the edge of downtown, but now there is a
freeway at the same level as the second floor
apartments.
Up on the freeway deck she sees it from the
corner of her eye. There is corn growing on
one of the balconies. A few stalks and several
ears. Someone is farming on the tiny balcony
next to the M2 deck. Weeks later when she
notices again, the stalks have turned brown
and brittle, and the ears have been harvested.
It is time to start blasting. Dit is tyd om te begin skiet. Skati kanyu wan.
such a dispersion, and all South African towns and
cities are distended well beyond what has been seen
elsewhere in the New World, as a result of the mania
for "distancing".
The extent to which the physical landscape of South
Africa was damaged by apartheid is best apprehended
through the written minutae of this period. It is
writing - more than the city itself - that serves to
reveal the starkness of the realities confronting the
metropolis. Photography, which has provided the
most visceral images of apartheid's mindlessness, also
plays a different, and problematic role in assisting with
the understanding of the city. The images it offers
are as often insufficient for the task of a larger
understanding, because the trauma and abjectness
they depict conceals the pedantry that lies beneath.
Writing, on the other hand, maintains its starkness.
The details of apartheid policy, as published in the
Government Gazette, and elaborated elsewhere by
sympathetic academics, provides a blow-bv-blow
account of how the landscape took its form. Other
writing, of even greater importance, consists of the
millions of small correspondences of people who
suffered under the system. These fragments of
evidence are often not, in themselves, epic, but they
Postcard of Hillbrow, with downtown & mine-dumps be-
yond, c. 1965 (Image: Museumafrica, Johannesburg).
If you can't find your working place report to the nearest Euro-tshisa manje.
View of Braamfontein with Newtown cooling towers, 1970s. Hillbrow
tower in background (Image: The Star, Johannesburg).
ASH This Highveld was a place of
rolling grassland not so long ago; only about
a hundred years. On the East Rand near
Daveyton Township you can see the veld as it
was, except for the power pylons and lines of
Australian bluegum trees and the slag heaps
of the mines. The landscape is blond grass
and red earth; a high-altitude savannah, now
scarred and worked, but still raw at the wild
edges of the city.
At these edges, smoke from township coalfires
clings to the earth on winter mornings, and the
sky is brown with pollution below the cloudless
blue. People run across the highway to catch
rides to their work, huddling in greatcoats and
blankets, and some days the coal-smog from
the townships sits like fog over the highway
and drifts over the white suburbs of Springs,
Benoni and Brakpan.
When the wind blows from the south you can
smell the city abattoir, the sick sweet stench
everywhere in the city. At other times black
pieces of ash - leaves of carbon, some quite big
(from the dynamite factory at Modderfontein?,
from the collieries in the east, or from burning
veld?, nobody knows) - drift down from the sky
and collect in corners next to front doors and
on balconies in the northern suburbs.
point directly to that which was (and is).
government policy (as well as the pseudo-
academicism of pro-government scholars) during
this period".
Apartheid (both in its official form and in the
mentality that predated its institutionalization)
sought to make the black majority invisible, while
simultaneously making maximum use of non-
white South Africans as labor for industry. The
dictates of capital made a considerable amount
of proximity unavoidable, and much care was
taken to sharply define the terms of contact and
Killarney one night and didn't see the big
black ashes on the tiles. When he went back
inside, walking diagonally across the lounge
to the kitchen, he made black footprints
across the cream-colored wall-to-wall
carpeting. They took a long time to clean
off.
He was smoking in the dark on the balcony in
pean. As jy nie jou werkplek kan vind nie moet jy jouself by die naaste blanke
Wildebeest on plain (Image:Rosswarner.com)
engagement. These efforts were ultimately most
compromised in the large cities, where "grey" areas
emerged in the 1980s.
Disabitato & Artificiality
Each and every town in South Africa bears the marks
of apartheid urban policy, but these physical realities
are more immediately visible in some than in others.
The separation between white and non-white areas
was almost always achieved by siting the latter with
WILDEBEEST
After months of once-weekly visits to the
herapist (visits that felt, in the context of many
tangible sufferings beyond the walls of that
comfortable office, like neurotic indulgences)
she said to the paid listener that she was
being crushed gradually by the shrinking of
her world. She told of being imprisoned by
the walls, the electric sliding gate, the electric
fence, the electronic burglar alarm of her
house, by the security gate at the bottom of
the stairs to the bedrooms, the bars on the
windows, and even by the presence of the
rough wooden pick handle she kept under the
as much distance from the former as was feasible.
The ubiquitous, ever-recurrent blank expanse of land
forming the division is, for example, plainly visible to
Durban-bound motorists descending the hill into the
regional town of Harrismith in Free State Province
(topography here providing a specific overview). On
one side of the cordon sanitaire sits the white town,
with its churches, neat homes, tree-lined streets
and hotels. On the other the entirely single-story
township, stark and treeless, covered in winter by a
blanket of grey smoke from coal-fires. In the tiniest
hamlets the phenomenon is also clearly visible, for
bed on the side where she slept (a ridiculous,
coarse item, she knew).
She also told him of the sense she had that
Johannesburg had become smaller and smaller
as the days receded from the elections, and
that her home had become an analog of the
city; both being large places in which there
was confinement to small, protected spaces;
people fearful of what moved beyond, but not
just at night, and not just white people (or so
she sensed, because she didn't know, that
vast city remaining unknown because of this
precise confinement).
persoon aanmeld. Noko wena ayi azi upi Jo ndawu ka wena ka sebenza, hamba
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Private security company's armored vehicle at The Galleria shopping
center, Johannesburg, 1999.
When she finished speaking the therapist
looked genuinely sad, and began to tell her a
story of something remembered from visits to
the London Zoo when he was a student in that
city. He said: There was a wildebeest there,
just one alone by himself, sole representative
of the giant herds of Africa, and he lived in an
enclosure that had high, pale blue (sky-horizon
trickery?) walls on three sides and a low
railing behind a moat on the side of the human
viewers. This wild beast of restless legs and
boundless energy spent his time roaming in
a path around his enclosure, wearing a deep
groove through the grass, into the soil. The
groove-trench - with its creator tethered to it
by compulsion - told the full sad story of this
animal's torments to anyone who just stopped
briefly at the railing. But worse, the therapist
said, was the detail that awaited the viewer
who looked for longer. The animal had, within
the confines of his confinement, made his
path as big as it possibly could be, skirting
the sky-walls and railing so closely that his
horn (right or left, he forgets which) had worn
a groove in the blue walls, all along their three
lengths, and that the horn had been worn down
to a small stump from the abrasion. He, the
therapist, said that the things his patient was
saying made him think of that the animal's
mutilated horn, and that grey, continuous,
engraved groove in those blue walls at shoulder Billboards for Dainfern gated community, Fourways, 2000.
height, a scar on the fake horizon.
When / am away listen to your boss-tshela /o mlungu yena duze ku wena.
A. M. Kathrada, L T E
Robben Island Jail
28 August 1976
Mv Dear Sukhthi,
You must be thinking that I have forgotten all about you. It is over five months ago that I
received your lovely letter; on the 2 0 th March to be exact. That was your second letter this year. I
liked the beautiful pink writing pad that you used with the flowers. Did you choose it yourself? I am
ashamed that I am using this colourless and unattractive paper to write my reply. I will try to order a
nice writing pad one of these days.
I must congratulate you for doing so well at swimming. You must carry on. One day you may
be in the South African team at the Olympic games. Earlier today I was reading about the gold medals
won by Kornelia Ender from Germany (D.D.R.), and I was thinking of you. Kornelia was 13 when
54 she first took part in the Olympics, in 1976. 1 will be so proud if I can open the Huisgenoot in 1980' and
see your photo as a swimming champ of the Olympics...
...When I was writing to you in January, I was lying in bed with my legs all tied up 2. You
remember? Well they kept me that way for two weeks. It wasn't too painful. My back is better, but not
completely normal. I was sent to Cape Town for x-rays. It appears that I have got a bit of arthritis. I
did not go to work' for a few months, but now I've started going out again. I've been given a bed in
my cell and also a chair. The chair is very useful...
This will be all for today. I hope you are keeping well. Lots of love to Mummy, Daddy, and
all the family and friends.
Lots of love to you from Uncle
AMK
Ahmed Kathrada, one of the Rivonia Treason Trial defendants (along with Nelson Mandela, Walter
Sisulu, Govan Mbeki, Dennis Goldberg, Raymond Mhlaba, Elias Motsoaledi, and Andrew Mlangeni)
was sentenced to life imprisonment in 1964. The above letter, written in the 12th year of the 25 years
he was jailed, was to the thirteen-year-old daughter of family friends. It was returned to him by the
censor of Robben Island Prison on 7 September; deemed to be inappropriate for delivery to a young
child. The editor of Letters From Robben Island: A Selection of Ahmed Kathrada's Prison Correspondence,
1964-1989, comments on this letter thus: "...Apartheid was devastating to the self-esteem of non-
whites. They were taught to know their place in society and not encroach on the white person's
world, so for them something like competing in the Olympic Games would not even be considered
remotely possible." Archbishop Trevor Huddleston, an outspoken white opponent of apartheid, had
overseen the construction of the only swimming pool for black people in the township of Soweto,
using church funds, but Indians such as Sukhthi Naidoo would have had to secure permits to travel
to Soweto from the Indian neighbouring township of Lenasia, because of their classification under a
different non-white race group. Kathrada refers to the lack of swimming facilities in a later letter to a
relative, recalling Reverend Huddleston's efforts, and that sympathetic white friends had opened their
suburban backyard swimming pools for use by non-whites in the 1950s and early 1960s.
'South Africa was banned from competition in the 1960 Rome Olympic Games, and was not
re-admitted until 1991. Prior to the ban (and the direct reason for it), no non-white South African
was eligible for inclusion in the Olympic team. Kathrada's awareness of the double impossibility of
competition for his young friend did not preclude the expression of the wish that she be able to.
2Traction for back injuries.
3Rock quarry.
boy. Loskati mina hambile, lalela 1o basboy gawena. Go and have your food
THE POOL OF LAUGHTER
& FORGETTING
The Huddleston Baths, Orlando West, Soweto. Constructed in the early 1950s with church & private money raised by the Reverend
Trevor Huddleston (right, in cassock). The pool was the first non-white swimming facility in South Africa, and is still functioning.
Ahmed Kathrada (letter at left) made specific reference to this pool in other letters, as well as Reverend Huddleston's efforts to
relieve the barrenness of township life at a time when Soweto was growing rapidly as a result fforced removals from Johannesburg.
(Image: The Mayibuye Center, Cape Town.)
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Gaan eet en kom gou terug. Hamba idhia /o skaf ka
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and come back quickly.
LIZ 
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"The shower room in the compound at Crown Mines, circa 1930s". (im- Reverend Trevor Huddleston receives the 'Isit-
age: Johannesburg: Images and Continuities, Kalaway & Pearson, p.35). walandwe' medal for "distinguished service in
the struggle for freedom", at the Congress of
the People, May 1954. (Image: Eli Weinberg, in
"Portrait of a People", p.146)
Did you see that boy get injured? Het jy gesien toewena - tshetsha buya.
THE POOL OF LAUGHTER
& FORGETTING
-- Eli-~ -=
"Absorption" in play, & water tower. Slovoville squatter camp on property of South Roodepoort Main Reef Areas goldmine,
2000.
aardie jong besser is? Wena bukile Jo muntu /o skat yena tolile ngozi?
i :1i Ir- -----------
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L: "Sunset over the playing fields of Tladi, Sowe-
to", 1972 (Image: David Goldblatt).
R: Inside the old Witwatersrand Military Com-
mand building, Johannesburg, 2001 (Image:
Siphiwe Sibeko, The Star).
58 no other reason than that the edge of town can be
easily taken in at a glance. In Nieu (New) Bethesda in
the Karoo Desert of Cape Province, the "location",
sited at some distance from the small cluster of
white homes cannot be missed easily (although these
realities attained an almost literal visibility to white
South Africans, who were used to their presence in
the background).
In the cities, such as Durban, Johannesburg and
Cape Town the sheer size of the metropolitan areas,
as well as the care with which the townships were
hidden from the daily life of the "white" city makes
CHURCH
No possible part is the smallest,
be divided.
so that it cannot agai n
Johann Gottlieb Fichte,
The Vocation of Alan, 1800
The pastor is blind. When you go to shake
his hand you have to guide your fingers into
his. He holds his hand still, to avoid searching
the air. He wasn't always blind and he wasn't
always a pastor. Before the elections he lived
in the Lowveld, and they told him that he had
to travel to the black hospital in Johannesburg
easy understanding or resolution of the troubled
relationships impossible. Apartheid had, as an
official policy, the intention of creating no-man's-
lands between most of these townships and the
cit. Often, industrial zones were used to line these
edges, fulfilling the dual role of placing factories
near to the cheap labor source of the township,
and further removing the non-white population
from view.
It would not be incorrect, therefore, to say that
every South African town and city bears substantial
resemblance - both psychologically and physically -
for his glaucoma treatment, which he couldn't
do because of work. His vision disappeared
gradually, and then his wife left him as useless.
Ashamed, he left alone for the city (his journey,
an odyssey, is another story). He went to live in
the building called Santa Barbara in Hillbrow,
sharing a bachelor flat with a woman from his
village. She is tiny; a cleaning lady in suburban
homes. When she breathes you can hear a faint
clicking and whirring sound if you're standing
near her; the motion of the German steel heart
valves the surgeons at Johannesburg General
put in to replace the ones that were damaged
when she had rheumatic fever as a child.
did this boy die? Kanjani lomuntu yena file? Break this big stone. Breek t i  boy die? Kanjani lomuntu yena file? Break this big stone. Breek
She leads him around the city when she isn't
working. They hold a steel ring between them,
like runners exchanging a baton, and he walks
with his head thrown back a bit, as though he's
looking up at the skyline, as she weaves them
through the stalls of vegetables and past the
taxi ranks. Once, soon after her operation, her
heart-cavity flooded with fluid and she nearly
died and he was terrified, not only because
they are friends and each other's link to the
Lowveld - to the village - in the big city, but
also because he can't go out of the apartment
without her.
die groot klip. Bulala lo makulu litshe
The pastor's small congregation, mostly
women, meets on Saturdays instead of
Sundays. Every Saturday morning the cleaning
lady pushes the beds into the corner and
covers the window with a white sheet. She
places a red cloth and a white doily-cloth onto
the table, brass candlesticks with candles, the
bible (that she will read from for him), and a
plate of Tennis biscuits. She arranges ten or
twelve white plastic garden chairs along the
one wall, and then she and the pastor sit in
silence in the dusk of their tiny church and wait
for the congregation to arrive.
Is your contract finished? Is jou
Intersection, Soweto, 1999.
60 to the iconic examples of twentieth century division.
The phenomenon of Nicosia and Berlin is replicated
thousands of times on South African soil, often in
miniature, but also often on a scale that renders those
two examples diminutive, their status notwithstanding.
Johannesburg, as the mother of industry and hence
the largest magnet for labor, stands as the most
extreme example of this phenomenon, although
the other large cities of South Africa have their own
infamous and tragic townships and township-city
relationships.
Loose Space
As a result of the above distending intentions,
coupled with the generic dissipating tendencies
of the automobile, Johannesburg bleeds space
endlessly. It is, with the exception of certain
areas, an open field of low-density inhabitation
and disproportionately large distances between
entities. The phenomenon of distance does not,
in and of itself, render Johannesburg as unique. It
goes without saying that thousands of New World
cities exist with this reality. But what is unique in
South Africa's cities is that the vast distances were
kontrak verstreke? Lo joyin ka wena pelile? Do you understand undergroundrstr  Lo joyin ka wena pelile? Do you understand underground
Downtown with mine-dumps beyond, 1956 (Image: Museumafrica, Johannesburg).
coupled with the almost total absence of a workable
transportation infrastructure for a population whose
members could laregely not come close to affording
vehicle ownership.
The resulting massiveness of the metropolitan area
was not so much illogical (for it's conception was
most logical) as fundamentally cruel. The majority
of Johannesburg's citizens are still locked into time-
consuming commutes to and from their places of
work. Now it is not because they are forbidden by
law to live in the city, as was previously the case,
but because the city was never designed with their
work? Kan jy ondergrondse werk doen?
incorporation in mind. Johannesburg's conception
was part of a national utopian dream that naturally
foresaw no expirv-date.
MIGRATION
The Highveld underlying Johannesburg was, as
recently as a century and a half ago, a landscape
traversed by large migratory herds of animals,
and the composition of the city that spread itself
Wena fundile lo msebenzi ka pantsi
"Going home on the bus from Pretoria to KwaNdebele, 3 January 1984. The time is about 8:45 p.m. and there are still forty-five minutes to
go before the bus reaches the terminus in Kwandebele. For most of the people, the cycle of travel and work will start again the next day at
between 2 and 3 a.m." (Image: David Goldblatt).
AIRPORT He would sit in darkness
at the second floor window and look down on
the swimming pool bathed in yellow from the
security floodlights. No matter how hard the
gardener worked on the pool it was always a bit
green, with black, rotting leaves at its bottom
and algae forming at the waterline on the
mosaic tiles; white granules of chlorine lying
half-dissolved on the steps in the shallow end.
(in the middle of the day at work he would
sometimes get a picture in his head of the
night garden and pool, motionless below the
lights, the frozen scene as it looked from the
window; shadows thrown onto the walls of the
house by the trees).
At night, awake in the house behind the white
wall with its base stained red from soil thrown
up by the gardener's hose, he felt a loneliness,
a sense of exclusion from the world outside.
But he knew (and this is what pushed him
to what felt like the edge of madness) that
in truth the streets on the other side of the
Oil the machine. Olie die masjien. Faka mafuta lapa /o mt-lapa mayin?
ThE
out over the land that overlay the buried gold seams
ensured the survival of migration, albeit in a far less
benign form. The phenomenon of human migration
to and from Johannesburg is extremely complex,
and has been studied in various social-history texts
over the past decades. Migration is a reality that lies
very close to the heart of what Johannesburg is; an
inextricable component in the constitution of the
fluid metropolis.
The disasters of a labor and social system founded
on the ideal of a perpetually transient black
population have formed the city profoundly, but are
wall were as still as his garden, trapped
in their own isolation, the wall merely the
thin surface separating one emptiness from
another; emptiness reflected in itself, above
the electrified strands on top of every wall, on
every street.
He would unlock the security gate at the top
of the stairs, and go to his car. Driving out
into the deserted streets after idling anxiously
in the roadway while the electric sliding gate
closed fully, he passed through the northern
not immediately perceptible. As with many other
types of "evidence" in Johannesburg, the traces are
remarkably sparse. Single-sex miners' hostels - many
of which have been documented by photographers
- stand as one of the few concrete indicators of what
was a massive, systematized endeavour. It was initially
the mining companies who implemented the system
on an industrial scale, through the Witwatersrand
Native Labour Association (WNLA), a "non-profit
organization" formed jointly by the mining houses
to gather in men from around southern and central
Africa for work on the mines. Ironically, it was the
mines - and industry in general - that eventually
thunderstorms; lightning flashing every few
seconds somewhere in the distance, and below
them the ground was pitch black, without a
single light indicating human existence. A
wide river - its shining surface visible every
time the lightning flashed - ran all the way to
the horizon, snaking in sharp bends in some
places and forming expanses like lakes in
others. The map on the cabin monitor showed
the little plane - its worm-tail trailing bac to
Johannesburg - over Zaire, and so that was
the Congo River beneath them. The legendary
The machine i.s stuck. Die masjien sit vas. Lo mtshini yena fasile.shini.
Count the shots as they go off. Tel die skote soos hulle ontplof. Bala mangaki
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suburbs on his way to the airport highway.
The airport was his escape from the crushing
stillness of his home; the only place in the
giant city where he could get a cup of coffee
and be around other people in the middle of
the night (he would laugh out loud to himself
in his car about the desperation of that fact).
It was his own private mine-head, drawing him
to it when the disaster of night struck, like the
people on the surface who ran impulsively to
the headgear after a rockfall in the hopelessly
cut-off underground tunnels, thousands of feet
below.
Sometimes he would arrive early enough to go
up to the observation deck and watch - through
scratched and grimy Perspex panes - the last
planes departing for Europe, taxiing with
anti-collision lights flashing, and then, a few
minutes later, roaring through the darkness,
wheels lifting off the continent.
(He always thought of his only overseas
flight, many years ago to Zurich, when he
woke up in fright from turbulence and looked
out the window. The sky was alight with
Squatter settlement, East Rand near Carnival City casino, 2002.
river. An illegible cursive signature of the
continent, scrawled in an alien language; a
surface-feature of a different planet, lying in
night space between the northern suburbs and
Europe).
After a certain hour, the apron at the
international part of the airport -so busy during
the day - was like the city streets; deserted
under cold white light; all of the planes in the
air, and he avoided the observation deck then,
that blank sight being too much like the one of
his garden.
On all nights, except Thursday, the aircraft
were gone by eleven o'clock; departure-times
set for early-morning arrivals on Europe's
schedule, and the hall would be empty except
for cleaners. But on Thursdays the Varig flight
would depart for Rio de Janeiro at two in the
morning, and he would stand at the barriers
and watch the last passengers go through
before making his way to the coffee shop.
holo tshisile. It is time for blasting Bit is tyd om skietwerkte 
begin. .Skati
Dit is tyd omn skietwerkte begin. Skati tshisile. It Is ti e for blasting
UNCLAIMED His place is the low
wall on Diagonal Street, in front of the diamond
building. The photographers in Joubert Park
do better business because they're near the
Noord Street taxi ranks and Park Station, but
there's too much competition over there, and
too many dangerous boys. But he is busy
anyway, where he sits, and people like the
special photos he can do here on the edge of
downtown, with the glass diamond building as
a backdrop for their portraits. For the double-
exposures he has old wedding lenses (the ones
that photographers used to use to put the bridal
couple's faces onto champagne-bottle labels).
First, he takes a photo of the background
(usually the diamond building, or the skyline,
but sometimes a Mercedes, a taxi or a soccer-
logo sticker), and then he changes lenses and
takes the portrait, without advancing the film,
to create the composite image of the face
merging with the background. He also has a
lens that allows mirroring, and that is a popular
photo with young men because they can have a
photo shaking hands with themselves (these
are difficult; the outstretched hand must be
in the right place in the frame to make the
illusion).
ka tshisa manje. The lights have gone out. Die ligte het doodgegaan. Zon-
Mostly, though, his pictures are normal
portraits; photos to send home or to give to
boyfriends, girlfriends, husbands and wives,
or to put on chests of drawers. Many are
documents of the first day on the job; security
guards and police in uniform, office workers
in white shirts with ties, women in matching
skirts and tops. People in church outfits or in
traditional dress. They are from everywhere;
Zairians, Togolese, Zambians, Mozambicans,
many South Africans from all over the country,
and others. His long box of photographs is
organized according to the date when the
photo was taken. He tells people they can
come back after three days (except if it rains,
because then he can't finish his film and take it
to the Photomat), but some people take a long
time to return, and some never come back. In
the box there is space for about six months of
photos and after that he takes them out of the
box and leaves them at home.
Over the years the unclaimed photographs have
started to fill up his tiny bachelor flat in Berea.
There are boxes in the built-in cupboard, and
piled almost to the ceiling along one wall, and
once when his landlord came into the flat to fix
a leak he looked at all the boxes and jokingly
ke /o lamp yena pumile. Sift this earth. Sif hierdie grond. Seva /o mhlaba.
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Demolition of 2 of the 4 Newtown Powerstation cooling towers, cen-
tral Johannesburg, June 1985 (Image: John Hogg, The Star).
70 came to be at odds with the apartheid government's
ideologically-driven policy of ensuring black people
would be locked into a system of migration. The
industries that first breathed life into the inhumane
system eventually found that its rigors were
problematic for the continuity (of skills) required for
their operations.
told the photographer that the floors would
collapse onto the old lady below any day now,
from the weight of the curled and yellowing
images.
He is always on the verge of carrying the
boxes down to the pavement below for the
garbage trucks to take away, but can never do
it. The unclaimed photos are a problem; not
exactly precious, but impossible to throw away.
Partly, it's because they are his workmanship,
but also simply because photographs, like
letters, are difficult to put in the trash, even if
they're other people's (Even though he handles
THE
CANNIBAL CITY
For reasons previously stated, it would be wrong to
view each new paradox that arises in the deciphering
of Johannesburg as falsifying, subsuming or negating
those that had been previously identified. In its
post-ideological existence, Johannesburg continues
to function primarily as a generator of capital, with
the immutable logic of capital's dictates forcing the
city's life onwards relentlessly. Beneath this layer,
the physical manifestations of the ideological remain
hundreds of photographs a week, he still feels
strange when he finds someone's picture
lying on a sidewalk in the city, as though its
presence there is a mistake; that it must have
been lost it by accident).
One day, there was a woman; one who spoke
his distant and rare language and who had
many photographs taken in her orange dress.
They had both agreed on the red-brick wall
of the Reserve Bank for the backdrop of her
portraits, after checking out the light at the
fountain and beneath the portico of the Indian
shops. She never came back for her pictures
Take this gang of boys to the slimes dump. Neem hierdie span werkvolk na die
as the framework within which the city overturns
itself without cessation, and this, in turn, creates
the problematic coexistence of a tendency towards
monumentality that exists alongside the city's
simultaneous operation through constant erasure.
If monumentality and fragmentation are the city's
two poles, then erasure, or self-consumption, is the
space between them. In the case of the blank spaces
intentionally left open in the city for reasons of racial
separation, this is literally true, although what was and
is being erased in those spaces is not literally matter
(buildings, urban fabric), but possibilipy, or potential.
and he realized after about a week that every
day he was waiting for her to return. It was that
woman who never returned (who had repeated
his "three days") whose absence disturbed
the heavy silt of fear lining the bottom of him,
swirling it through his being; fears of the dark
things convulsing the city, of murder and car
crashes and AIDS, of the wild and powerful
forces that lay just beyond the frames of his
innocent pictures.
That woman's photographs eventually joined
the others in his apartment, but on the wall
next to the stove, not in a box. Since her, he
The generic New World tendency of cities to
constantly consume and rebuild was significantly
magnified in Johannesburg because the myth of
progress was intimately linked not only to the
internal logic of capital (as it is elsewhere), but to
a national chauvinism that arose directly from racial
ideology. Progress was seen, romantically, as being
the device of separation from the contingencies of
the continent, and pragmatically as the guarantor of
the social system.
is weighed down by the sadness he feels every
evening when he opens the front door and sees
the brown boxes, knowing that before he goes
to bed he will have to add to them from his
portable work-box; people who have moved
their way down to the wrong end.
slykhoop. Hambisa lo span ka muntu ku 1o ndunduma ka lo motolo. Be fair,
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have no favourites. Wees regverdig, moenie gunstelinge he nie. Zonke skat
Skyline (or, The Deceit of Vision)
Johannesburg is, on one significant level, too easily
apprehended. The vertical downtown that sits
somewhere close to the geographic center of the
city's sprawl raises its head above a vast horizontalitv;
a respite from the problem/solution of dispersion
(dispersion arising from: politics, ideology, control,
generic New World forces, "flight"). The city's
dissipated nature denies its capture through a single
image except for that of the downtown skyline. As is
the case with other sprawling cities of a similar nature
(Dallas, Houston, Los Angeles, etc.), the absence of
"feature" is overcome by the elevation of the skyline
image - despite the fact that it too is unremittingl\
generic - to that of the city's image. Here banality
comes to the fore again. The generic buildings, and
the silhouette they make, are registered (in life, on a
postcard) and passed over effortlessly, because of
the universal comprehensibility of the generic. For
apartheid Johannesburg, the generic also became a
reassurance; that of the sameness of Johannesburg
to the cities whose company it so badly wanted to
keep (First \orld, not in Africa). Additionally, the
skyline image shows the expenditure of effort, of
capital, of electricity; evidence of the labours of a
white society sensing its distance from the world it
feels itself to be a part of, but cannot attain, because
the contingencies of physical realities tether it to /biS
site through accidents of geokogy.
In this sense, as the image of a desire, the skyline
represented a nostalgia for a life only imagined. In
the post-apartheid condition, the appropriated or
vacated skyline (Fiction: Displacement) undoubtedly
invokes - for many of those w, ho have vacated it - a
heightening of the nostalgia for what was (irrespective
of the fact that what "was" was in itself a yearning
for something unreal; something imagined). But for
others - people previously deprived of any access
to that which the skyline legitimised - it represents
desire, and so it has a continued existence beyond
what it merely /s, as a representation that has been
appropriated for new ends by "new" people.
The skyline recurs as the Johannesburg's logo, and as
almost the only postcard image of the city available
in tourist shops. It is the only graspable identity for a
city without myth, idiosyncrasy, or beauty, and there
is a profound bathos inherent in the fact that the
complexities of so many intertwined lives are here
reduced to an image that seeks to impress through
its exact banalitv. Furthermore, the desire for
pata zonke muntu munye ndhlela kupela, ayi siza munye pezulu ku /o munye.
74 STATION She crossed Braamfontein
late at night, going towards Park Station, home
from work. Walking fast, feeling anxious, as
always, never being able to tell if it felt more
unsafe than it really was, but she also knew
that this place, this Gauteng, could effortlessly
offer up horrors that would fall past the
imagination like a mine-cage plunging into
darkness. She stayed up on the bridge rather
than take the shorter route past the Rotunda
below (that route below scared her even during
the day), and she made it to the station with
time to catch one of the last of the Soweto
trains.
At that hour the big concourse was quiet,
with few people moving around, and only
security-guards standing at the handrails
of the mezzanine, looking down on the last
commuters and keeping the homeless out.
Outside the station the streets had been
almost completely deserted, except for some
people in rags pushing metal shopping carts
with broken wheels, and children living on the
edges of vacant lots on side-streets near the
Civic Centre.
Going towards the turnstiles inside the
concourse, she could see that only a few of
them were still open, with rollershutters
pulled down in front of the others, sleepy
policemen standing nearby. As she got closer
to the gates, she heard beautiful singing
I want you to work at the crushers. Ek
coming from the next hall, around the corner,
still out of sight beyond the turnstiles. Drifting
through the high spaces and bouncing off the
hard surfaces, the sound travelled gently out
into the main hall, flowing over the backs of
the tired policemen. A few seconds later she
turned into that space and saw the singers,
about forty or fifty men and women, not office
workers, but also not dressed in work clothes.
Wearing "Sunday Best" suits and dresses
(it was only Thursday), they had formed
themselves around gigantic bundles placed
in the middle of their wide circle. They were
just standing there, arranged around the pile
of their wrapped possessions, standing and
singing in the empty hall. People hurried past
wil he jy moet by die brekery werk.
Security sign in Park Station, Johannesburg, 2000.
them as the last trains were leaving below, in
the middle of the night on tracks that led east
and west out of the city.
Even though she'd been through that concourse
many times, the sight of those serious faces,
the beauty and force of the singing (the singing
for nobody), strained white eyeballs turned
towards the ceiling and spittle jumping off
teeth, had made her stop for a minute to stare
at those people and their bundles before she
ran down the last flight of stairs.
At Langlaagte there were guards with shotguns
standing in a ragged group under a floodlight
at the front of the platform. The train rolled
through slowly without stopping, and rocked
as it switched onto the main Soweto line just
beyond the station. She sat there in the half-
empty car, surrounded by people mostly asleep
from exhaustion, and she looked blankly at the
darkness outside, her mind going back to Park
Station and the bridge, to the sweet image of
the mysterious singers and their passionate
voices mingling with the other images of a few
minutes before. Hurried glimpses of the dark
edges of vacant lots and fires in steel barrels,
sagging bodies stirring below the bridge in
the blackness of deserted streets and parking
lots; tenderness and cold fear.
Mina funa wena sebenza lapa lo ngwenyen. See that no natives in your gang
76 localized idiosyncrasies exists, but is over-ridden by
the promises of the generic, and this creates an ironic
condition in which the city must eternally disapp()int
its self-proclaimed makers"', if not its inheritors.
As a force that works against complex readings of the
dissipated entity, the skyline exerts substantial power,
mitigating against a deeper understanding of other,
idiomorphic elements. In recent years the flight
of white capital (as well as of most administrative
functions) to Sandton, and the establishment of a
new "downtown" there,
PONTE: THE
PANOPTICON
INVERTED
The most prominent building on Johannesburg's
skyline is Ponte City, a fifty-four story concrete
apartment tower completed in 1976, just a few
months before the brutally-suppressed Soweto
uprising that is now widely seen as having been the
event that turned the tide against apartheid". Ponte
sits at the edge of the portion of the city's ridge, in
the neighborhood of Berea (a dense zone of high-
rise apartments, and an extension of the adjacent
Hillbrow) (Fiction: Slaughter). Ponte was built by
a maverick entrepreneur named Max Niodownik to
meet the needs of an emerging urban citizen; the
cosmopolitan bachelor or couple,. The building
vas, of course, designated for white people only, as
was the entire area of -1illbrow- Berea at that time
(see excerpt from the Group Areas Act, above), and
although Ponte occupies a prominent position on the
crest of a ridge, it was not alwa ys the most prominent
building on the city's skyline". It always enjoyed
prominence as the embodiment of Johannesburg's
skyward ambitions, and as a popular destination
for those seeking a suicidal plunge earthvards
(down its hollow central core), but it came to special
prominence in 1995 when Coca-Cola erected a six-
story illuminated billboard that circled the entire roof.
The billboard was visible as a red and white painted
sign bv day, and at night thousands of neon tubes
were illuminated in ever-changing patterns of red and
white. The end of apartheid also meant that western
consumerism - long active in less well-advertised
ways (as a result of the global condemnation of
apartheid South Africa-") - could finally be inscribed
on the skyline. In 2000 Coca-Cola's lease expired,
handle detonators, gelatine or fuse. Sien toe dat geen naturelle van jou span
AwA
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Center well of Ponte, 1996 (Image: The Star).
doppies, gelatien, of lont hanteer nie. Pas op zonke lo muntu ku /o geng ka
and the billboard - illuminated to an even greater
degree - was appropriated by the blue and green
colors of Vodacom, one of South Africa's cellular
phone operators.
Inversion 2
Both Hillbrow-Berea and Ponte ("The tallest
residential building in the world outside of the
United States"2 ) are, in a connected way, respectively
the most notorious neighborhood and building in
the cit\y. When the "influx control" laws and Group
Areas Act started to be disregarded on a large scale
in the 1980s, it was 1-illbrow - the progressive, dense
urban neighbourhood - that became Johannesburg's
most prominent "grey" area. Following the demise
of apartheid, Hillbrow remained at the forefront of
black urbanization, and it is now what could be called
a zone of near-total displacement. All but a handful
of white inhabitants have retreated northwards, their
places having been taken by tens of thousands of non-
white South Africans and desperate to break out of
the townships (and by extension, out of an existence
that placed them, in some cases, over fifty miles
from their workplaces). 1-illbrow has simultaneously
become an entry point for immigrants from all over
the continent. The combination of high-density,
povert, cynical rental practices by (white) building
owners, and poor policing have made Hillbrow one
of the most dangerous places on earth. The Ponte
apartment tower has changed similarly, representing
a microcosm of the neighborhood. The top-floor
duplex apartments, with their built in Jacuzzi spas, are
now inhabited by people from Congo, Nigeria, Togo,
and other countries that formerl\ (and formall\) did
not exist in white South Africa's consciousness. The
bowling lanes, supermarket, and boutiques in the
lower levels have been replaced by a church (in the
bowling lanes), and miscellaneous small businesses.
The Lighthouse
The erection of the illuminated, cy lindrical billboard
on the roof of Ponte just one \ear after the watershed
elections of 1994 is significant in its timing. The
skyline of the city was literally transformed by this
one act, and the building became a lighthouse for
a city that was no longer cut off from the life of
the continent it sits on. The sy mbolism of the
transformation of Ponte - and with it, the skvline
wena yena fakile zonke /o into ka vimbela lo ngozi. Did you report this mat-
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80 - has been overlooked because of the extent to
which the buildin(g is seen to embody all of the most
negative aspects of the transformation following the
elections (crime, overcrowding. The truth, however,
is that Ponte is now a powerful symbol in its role of
lighthouse, similarly warning of the danger beneath
it (quite literally, the social "rocks" of Hillbrov) and
acting as the physical embodiment of a magnetism
that Johannesburg exerts on the entire sub-Saharan
continent.
The Tower of Light, constructed at the shovgrounds
(Fiction: Gold) on Empire Road for the city's fiftieth
anniversary celebrations in 1936 (The Empire
Exhibition) was, apocryphally, said to have emitted
beams of light so strong that people in England
would be able to see the light. This was, of course,
meant only on the metaphorical level; that the glow
from "The Golden City" could be seen by all as the
maturing giant flexed its muscles internationally.
Ponte is much taller than the Tower of Light (601 vs
197 feet), and it is both physically and symbolically
a much more powerful beacon than the former ever
was. It warns of extreme danger, but it is also the
marker of place for a city that has come to represent
the dreams of an entire continent.
The Panopticon Inverted
The Ponte story is significantly more complex,
however, than is suggested by its relatively newfound
role as lighthouse for the landlocked Flighveld
city. In 1998, The Star reported: "Correctional
Services Minister Dr. Sipo Nizimela says Ponte City,
a huge bock of flats in Berea, Johannesburg, could
soon begin taking in its first prisoners as an urban
prison." Dr. .Mzimela had, a short time prior to this,
been widely derided in the press for proposing that
the country's shortage of prison cells be solved by
interring prisoners in disused mine-shafts." But the
Ponte idea gained much support. At the time, the
building was widely seen to be a high-rise slum; home
to gangsters and illegal immigrants. "Vincemus
Investments Limited, the owner, says it wants to turn
Ponte City into a correctional service facility, including
six courts, a police station and a public clinic. (Coca-
Cola stated at the time that they would remove their
billboard if the building were made into a prison, as
they feared potentially negative associations).
Crime is Johannesburg's Sisyphysian nightmare in
apartheid's wake, ensuring that any desires to enjoy a
normalization of life after apartheid remain stillborn.
This project stands (despite the fact that it was never
ter? Het jy hierdie saak aangemeld? Wena mangalile /o into? Don't move
executed), therefore, as a representation of the
sublime. It represents nothing less than the complete
inversion of the city; the removal of the watchers
from the center (the white city) and their replacement
by the convicts. (Fiction: Wildebeest).
In some respects, this was Ponte's unfulfilled final
destiny, given the terrain of irony that isJohannesburg,
and Ponte's own past within the city. The project was
scrapped because of the costs that would have been
involved in carrying out the conversion. It is, in the
end, just as well that the miseries currently being
suffered by Johannesburg were not inscribed on the
skyline in such a powerful way, but the fact that the
project was entertained at all does stand as a marker
of the extent to which the former "white" city has
changed in such a short period of time. During
apartheid, other blatancies were frequently visible,
but the tearing of the social fabric that was caused
by that system could never previously be given such
prominent form.
from here until I come back. Bly hier dat ek terugkom. Ayi suka lapo noko mina
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Ponte, c. 1976. Non-white South Africans could not live in the city. (Image: The Star).
Dig a hole here. Graaf 'n gat hier. Imba /o mgodi lapa. This isayi buyile.
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There is no suitable written conclusion for the
thesis as it has been undertaken. The "end" of it is
seen to be a part of the beginning - the first steps
for Johannesburg in its new incarnation - and this
has necessitated a move away from words hnall\,
into the realm of architecture. The architectural
proposition offered as a conclusion here takes the
form of a writers' center, where the generation
of more words can take place. W\ords remain as
the single-most enduring form of evidence of the
depravities, suffering and hopes that existed during
apartheid. They have been used, pedantically, by
those who sought to codify intentions into law,
as well as b\ those who resisted the system and
dreamed of a better future for South Africa. The
problem of intractability in South Africa has been
best addressed - literally given voice - through the
medium of writing. The new Constitution (1996)
stands as a powerful collection of words that express
the ambition to heal, as do the many personal stories
and fictions that are being written in Johannesburg
and South Africa at present.
a very hot stope. Dit is 'n baie warm afbouplek. Lo sayid yena maningi tshisa.
- r-
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Endnotes
'Hardnesses in Motion (Hdrten in Bewegung), is the title
of a Paul Klee drawing, 1927.
2 Barthes describes ease thus: "This personal comfort
might be called: ease. Ease can be given a theoretical
dignity ('We need not keep our distance with regard
to formalism, merely our ease') and also an ethical
force: it is the deliberate loss of all heroism, even in
pleasure." Roland Barthes; Roland Barthes; Hill and
Wang, New York, 1977, p.4 4 .
' Myth-making; productive of myths; pertaining to
the creation of myths (OED, 2 nd Ed., 1989).
4 Social histories have fared much better at depicting
the realities of the city, as well as its tragedies,
but in doing so they have inevitably surrendered
themselves to the monumentality of South Africa's
social disasters. The exception to this is Charles
van Onselen's New Baylon, New Nineveh: Everyday
Life on The Witwatersrand, 1886-1914. Clive Chipkin's
Johannesburg Style (David Phillip Publishers, Cape
Town, 1973) provides an excellent documentation of
the history of Johannesburg architecture.
5 Van Onselen, Charles; New Baylon, New Nineveh:
Everyday Life on The Witwatersrand, 1886-1914; Jonathan
Ball Publishers, Cape Town & Johannesburg, 1982, p.
xvii
6 Naomi & Reuben Musiker, A Concise Historical
Dictionary of Greater Johannesburg, p. 165.
7 One of the most fervent goals of apartheid
historians was to establish a neo-biblical right of
first-occupation to the land of South Africa by
demonstrating that white settlers had arrived in
Southern Africa at the same time, or before the
black tribes that were migrating to those relatively-
uninhabited regions to escape tribal conflict further
north. It is now, however, accepted that the white
settlers disrupted, displaced and dispossessed
numerous settled communities throughout the
country. The Highveld around Johannesburg was the
seasonal hunting ground of the San (or Bushmen).
8 approximately 5500 feet above sea level.
9 See: Bibliography
1 "Compatible" here refers to cities founded in the
mid or late-nineteenth centuries, primarily (although
not exclusively) in the western hemisphere, and
shaped by the forces of burgeoning heavy-industry
and the automobile.
" Apartheid was not formalized as a social doctrine
until the National Party was elected to power in 1948,
but the foundations of it were laid from the earliest
days of white settlement in South Africa.
"line 685:suggestion: including temptation; line
692: precious: including "for which a price is paid";
line692: bane: originally murderer; the word survives
in poisonous plants (rat's-bane). Editor's notes; John
Milton, Paradise Lost and Paradise Regained, 1968
reprint, Signet, New York.
" There is almost no history of Johannesburg that
does not dwell significantly on the "rags to riches"
origin of the "Golden City".
"4 Includes the period of unofficial apartheid that
predated the system's institutionalization with the
election of the National Party in 1948. Some say
the only valid date for the establishment of the
beginning of apartheid was the arrival of Jan van
Riebeck's ships in Cape Town harbor in 1652. For
practical purposes, however, the system can be said
to have started in earnest when the Afrikaaners fled
the Cape, in what is now known as the Great Trek (to
the hinterland).
15 The Group Areas Act was the cornerstone
apartheid law. It was repealed in 1990, in the same
year that Nelson Mandela was released after 27
years of imprisonment, and the State of Emergency
(declared 1986) was lifted. In 1994, four years later,
the first all-inclusive elections were held, bringing the
African National Congress to power.
16 "Makers" here refers to white South Africans.
The city was literally made (ie. built) by the labor of
non-white South Africans, but they naturally never
were seen as having any stake in that which they
produced.
17 Planning 17, Avonwold Publishing, Johannesburg,
November/December 1975, p. 28.
18 June 16, 1976. The date is now remembered
annually as Youth Day.
" The Carlton Center, on the flatland of downtown
Johannesburg (below Hillbrow) is the tallest building
in Africa at 721 feet high. It was (and may still be) the
tallest concrete-framed building in the world. Built
1971. (Source: The Star, 13 October 1983, "Jo'burg
Highrise Skyline is Going to Shrink").
20 Many foreign companies (including Coca-Cola)
found ways to both "disinvest" and to remain in
South Africa, by "selling" the company to a locally-
owned subsidiary.
21 Planning No. 17, November/December 1975,
Avonwold Publishing, Johannesburg.
22 The Star, 13 February 1998, "Bid To Hasten Ponte
Prison Plan".
21 Ibid. "Mzimela also announced that the
Government had abandoned the idea of turning
unused mineshafts into prisons. 'We have concluded
it would be too expensive. The mineshafts would not
serve the purposes that we want, even if we were to
modernize them,' [he said]."
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